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1950 TAXES DUE
DECEMBER 30TH

6

Saturday, December 30 is the
last day on which 1950 property
taxes may be paid without penalty.
The law provides that taxes become delinquent on January 1.
However, since December 31 falls
on Sunday, it will be impossible
to pay taxes on that date. Therefore, December 30 is the last opportunity to pay without penalty.
The penalty which will apply
to taxes paid between January 1
and through January 31 is two
per cent.
Beginning February 1, the penalty increases from two per cent
to six per cent. For example, John
Doe's tax bill is $10.00. If paid
between January 1 and January
31, the penalty will be .20 cents,
making the total payment $10.20.
But if John Doe waits until February 1, or after, his penalty will
be .60 cents, making a total of
$10.60 which he must pay.
Of course, if the bill is not paid
before the tax claim is advertised
for sale, other severe penalties
are added.
J. T. Davie, Sheriff of Fulton
County, says he hopes all taxpayers will pay their bills by
December 30 and avoid the penalty. December 15 and December
16 were the last days the Sheriff . will be in Fulton to collect
ta4es before the penalty is added.
rie sheriff's office in the
Courthouse, Hickman, will be
open until 4:30 Saturday, December 30 to accommodate taxpayers.
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* Number Fifty-One

Biggest Fire In 20 Years Hits Browder MiIIin

HOLLAND NAMES
HONOR STUDENTS
t t
Seven students at Fulton High
THE MORNING AFTER: From Rushton's Cafe at State Line and Church
School received all A's for the
LAKE STREET VIEW of the Browder Milling Company, taken at the height of the flames, as they
Streets, State Line (looksecond school semester, W. L.
ing Nest) was Uttered with debris and ice along the entire block. Hoses
tower over adjoining business blocks. Had any wi ad at all been blowing, four or more city blocks
played for four days on
Holland, superintendent announthe twin storage bins (in front of the man on the ladder), and the fires within finally burned
ced today. A score of others reout
of retail and dwelling units would probably have also been devastated. The intense heat cracked
walls and the grain spilled In all directions after this picture was made. Joyner's
ceived scholastic ratings sufficiLiquor Store
ent to put them on the honor roll.
show windows two blocks away on Lake Street, and thousands of spectators lined surrounding
and adjacent buildings (right) were hurriedly vacated during the height of the fire, but were
The complete list follows:
streets during practically the entire night.
saved.
All A's: Rebecca Alexander,
Jean Crocker, Beverly Cursey, ----*
*
* *
Tommy Nall, Wendell Norman,
Edwin Boundurant, Donald Mac
Speight.
Senior Girls: Kathrine Johnson, Margaret Ferguson, Shirley , p
At the Trini,ty Episcopal Chur- !Paducah rendered musical selecBone, Betty Ann Adams, Barbara
ch, stately and beautiful in its tions during the services.
Rogers.
simplicity and aclorned with blosDuring the ceremony Mr. WilJunior Girls: Marion Dawes,
soms of the Holiday season, more liams read a telegram from Mr.
Officals
standards,
of
the
Fulton
violated
(Ky.)
schools
had
Fleming,
Louise
HanYuvorme
than 100 persona gathered Wed- and Mrs. Alexander Miller, forA disastrous fire, attributed to and Mayfield fought the furious
cock, Ann Linton, Patsy Merry- Schools have been "warned" by all schools which applied were neiday night to commemorate the mer communicants of the church
the Southern Association of Col- permitted to remain in memblaze for hours, and their excelman, Rosalyn Bennett.
cent4nnial of the Episcopal Chur- who .cat felicitations on the cen- "unknown cause" consumed Sophomore Girls: Nancy Stov- leges and Seconds'!" Seheols that bership for the coming year. ch MT Fulton. With the imprelisive tendal celebration and mipressed greater part of the Browder
lent work prevented its spread to
One hundred twenty Kenall, Hazel Boundurant, Shirley salary _rates a; the local schools
adjoining business Weeks on
ritual of this )church, conducted their regrets at not being able to ing Company's Kentucky
Homra, Shirley liasley, Shirley do not meet requirements of the tucky schools are metnbers of by the Right Rev. Charles Cling- attend. The Millers are now re- last Monday night, causing
Chureh Street and across State
Rashid, Martha Ann Callison, association. Although the local the Association. Forty-nine of man, Bishop of the Diocese of siding in Wilmington, N. C. Mrs. Of around $1,060,000 to builcEngs, Line on the South Fulton side.
schools have lots of company in these schools meet all standMignon Fleming.
The entire milling plant ineludKentucky, the communicants of Miller is the former Agnes Reed equipment, inventories and stored
Freshmen Girls: Barbara Ad- Kentucky in not meeting that re- ards of the Secondary Commis- lhe church and visitors were priv- Binford of Fulton.
grain.
ing the floor and feed mill, the
The amount of the loss was es- office, grain storage facilities, the
ams, Sylvia Ashby, Jane Austin, quirement, local school patrons sion; twenty were advised on ileged to participate in the cereBishop Clingman accepted a
infractions,
twentyJean Hyland, Carolyn Jones, are asked to give the matter ser- minor
and shame*
monies, which marked a memor- gift to the church from Mr. and timated at today's replacement feed warehouse
value.
Roma Satterfield, Kathryn Smith, ious consideration so that when seven were warned on more 3ble milestone in the history of
rooms were completely gutted by
honor
of
in
Haddad
Mrs.
Tom
a meeting is called of the Fulton serious violations, and twentyWinkie Voegeli.
.he church.
The fire was discovered around the roaring inferno, which at its
Mitchell
their deceased son,
Senior Boys: Tommy Nall, Council on Education aoinething
eight o'clock in the evening, after height towered over the whole
Haddad.
(Continued on Page 6)
might be done toward meeting
Assisting Bishop Clingman in
Wendell Norman.
it had gained considerable head- downtown area.
Bishop Clingman, a scholarly way in the vast interior of the
Sophomore Boys: Tommy Phil- the salary requirement.
the services were the Rev. CharThe new grain drier, installed
the
Christian delivered
lips, Dawson iluddleston, Paul
The complete letter to the
wooden structure; before =effi- this Mil, was saved, as were the
'es Taylor of Martin, Tenn., who and pious
which
commemoration sermon in
Argo.
school follows:
fire-fighting
assistance corn handling facilities on the
!ills the pulpit here every other he discussed two important ne- cient
Freshmen Boys: Edwin BoundDecember 16, 1950
could be obtained it was out of other side of it (see picture). Alliving:
Christian
3unday, the Rev. Hugo McKee of cessities for
urant, Donald Mac Speight.
Mr. Hubert Jaco, Principal
control.
so, all buildings across the street
Bowling Green, the Rev. Irwin "The light on the mystery of life
Fulton High School
Fire companies from Fulton, ton the Tennessee side were saved
elabHe
life."
"lulbertof Hopkinsville, the Rev. and "Strength for
Fulton, Kentucky
Into these buildings has been
South
Fulton,
Martin,
Union
City
It has been announced by W.H. 3. Hughes Garven of Grace Epis- orated on the two statements,
Dear Mr: Jaco:
moved a temporary office and the
Fulton sopal Church of
Chairman,
Harrison,
article
an
from
Paducah and which he selected
At the annual meeting of the County Production and Marketmanufacture of feed will be reJ.
of
C.
editor
famous
Williams
of Paducah, lay written by the
Southern Association of Col- ing Administration, that the 1950
sumed there in a few days.
reader
for
the
local
congregation.
leges and Secondary Schools program year ends December 31,
Owing to a fortunate connecThe choir from Grace Church in
(Continued on Pkge 6)
In :lore apriatc ceremonies at held in Richmond, Virginia, 1950. Fulton County has been altion with a nearby mill, the ComDecember
3-7,
the
Central
Relotted $41,564 of the national alpany has been able to continue
the Fulton office of the Kentucky
making feed and flour according
Utilities, the courage ancf quick- viewing Committee canvassed location. Mr. Harrison states that
Plans
are
going
forward
for
the
the
reports
of
the
Kentucky
each farmer who signed a Farm
thinking of an employee were reto its regular formulas, and it
dedication of the Clinton and
warded. Hays Bryan, a KU em- schools. Although many of our Plan in the Spring to participate
Hickman County Hospital on
in the program, who has carried
ployee for more than 20 years
Continued on Page Seven
Thursday, December 28th as anwas signally honored on Tuesday Bards Attend Meeting
out one or more conservation
nounced last week.
practices, and reports same, will
afternoon, when W. W. Anderson,
Vice President Alben W. Bark- Spaniah War Veterans
be eligible for a share of this
district manager presented him of Pioneer Corn Corn'y
ley, who has been invited to dellocati
case
Elected New Officers
the President's Medal of the Naa
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Bard of
liver the dedicatory address
tional Safety Council. It was for
Water Valley returned home
wrote the hospital committee this
The Ken-Ten Camp lJnittel
The_se
— hairman stated further
his courage and presence of mind
Tuesday following a luncheon in that many farmers had already
week that he would be here if "at Spanish War Veterans held their
when an occupant of the West
all
possible."
their honor at the Jacksonian Ho- reporta their nil building pracregular meeting Friday, DecemHotel was overcome by smoke
His letter said "I would suggest ber l5.
tel in Scottsville Monday.
tices and made application for
it burned early this year,
The annual Christmas banquet payment. He stated that even
that you go ahead and set the
The following officers were
Mr. Bryan was honored. For
and meeting is staged by the Pio- though the program year will end
date for the event preferably on I elected:
sietglar courage in administering
neer Corn Company for salesmen December 31, 1950 for carrying
December 28th and if it is at all
W. K Simmons, Commander;
artificial respiration in the acciand their wives throughout the out conservation practices, farmpossible, I shall be happy to be L. V. Hays, Sr. Vice Commander;
dent Of Jimmy Collins, who came state.
there. We are spending Christ- T. E Ryan, Jr., Vice Commander;
ers will have until February 15,
in contact with a live wire, he
In addition to enjoying the lun- 1951 to make application for paymas here in Washington and it , J. W. Brown, Officer of the Day;
was given an added bar to his
will be necessary for me to make'Claud Linton, Officer of the
cheon and special entertainment, ment. "If all farmers make anmedal.
a trip just for this occasion. I am I Guard; Geo. C. Hall, Adjt. Jr QMr. and Mrs. Bard were given an early report, an earlier payment
GREETINGS!
SEASON'S
not certain that I can be there but M;
Pierre, Chaplain.
In well-chosen words Mr. And- educational backgrousd in the ex- could be made possible," Mr. HarI shall make every effort to do I The new elected officers were
erson cited the outstanding ser- tensive experimental work being rison stated.
In this, our annual Christmas issue, we want to extend to
so and I will let you know just [installed by Past Commander
The County Office located in
vice of Mr. Bryan. Acting for done by the Pioneer Company in
you our most sincere wishes for a Merry Christmas.
as soon as I can."
Hall.
Richard Gregory, division mana- the development of better hybrid Hickman is open Monday through
Friday, 8:00 a. ,m. to 4:30 p. m.
ger of Paducah, who was to have seed corn.
We deeply appreciate the kindnesses, the co-operation, the
friendly spirit and the excellent support that you, our advertismade the presentation gave a
ers, subscribers, and our commercial printing accounts have
courageous man his well-earned
accorded us during this past year. We have, with your support,
reward.
been able to give you a bigger and better paper week for week
Employees of other KU offices
over last year . . . and our goal for next year is to keep right
in the area were present for the
on moving ahead; until we are publishing, in Fulton, the outceremony.
standing newspaper in the State of Kentucky.
There seems to he a good pos- section. This citizen also stated

eachers Salaries Is
roblem To Study

Trinity Episcopal Church Here Reaches
Milestone In Fine Centennial Celebration

Company Planning
To Reopen At Once

fULTON FARMERS
TO GET $41,564

i

HAYS BRYAN GETS
MEDAL FOR VALOR

CUCKY

icery
,ens

Son

;leery

ewton
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BARKLEY TO ATTEND

U S. WAR PLANT IN HICKMAN COUNTY
IS POSSIBILITY, CLINTON GAZETTE SAYS

CITY SEEKS CONGRESSIONAL INFLUENCE IN
EARLY HEARING ON PROPOSED GAS SYSTEM

Bobby Cash Volunteers
For Army Air Corps
There's an empty spot at the
Cash Motor Company. Bobby
Cash, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. V.
Cash, who has been a valued employee at the Ford Motor Company, which his father owns, has
left for San Antonio, Texas,
where he has entered training for
the Air Corps.
Bobby volunteered this week
and has already assumed his
training as an air cadet.
Happy Landing, Bobby!

Congressional influence has
been sought by the Fulton City
Council to expedite a hearing before the Federal Power Commission in the interest of the proposed gas distribution system, final
plans wh'ch have been submitted
to the City Council by Russell and
Axon, engineers, St. Louis.
Telegrams have been sent to
the junior and senior senators
from Kentucky, to Congressman
Noble Grersory and to Vice-president Alben Barkley asking that
they use their ilifluence in securing an early hearing before the
FPC.

sibility that some sort of government plant will be located in
Hickman County, in the western
portion between Clinton and Oakton. The Hickman County Garette has no definite information
as to what sort of plant might be
under consideration, but there is
THE FULTON NEWS
now considerable indication that
something is being planned.
Gordon Baird
One owner of property in the
Paul Westpheling
Oakwood section just southwest
Johanna Westpheling
Eph Dawes
of Clinton told the Gazette reMary Nelle Wright
June Coplen
The gas system will be financently 'hat Federal government
surveyors were on his land reced by revenue producing bonds,
Joe Weaks
ecralv, rled that they are surveywhich have no effect on the tax
0, r anurser tract in that
•—
producing revenues-y the city. novenamatanowenounnone.11111/11.1111110altellelteltelle0M110110711)1117:7e.r.''

Miss Martha Smith, city clerk,
told the News that only firms
able to furnish materials immediately will be asked to submit
bids for construction of the system and thus far six firms have
signified their intention to bid
on the project. This, she said, is
an encouraging number cons,dering the inevitable
materials
shortage, which will result as war
production is accelerated.

To our thirty-four community correspondents and other
special columnists we also express our genuine appreciation
for your writings. Without yaw faithful news letters will could
not mirror the weekly life of this splendid Ken-Tenn iirea as
we have been able to do.

1

that air photographs of his land
were made last week, and that he
understood that practically all the
land between the I. C. and the
G. M. & 0. railroads in that area
had been mrveyed in The last two
weeks.
government
A two-motored
plane has been doing some low
flying around this section this
week and last, but no accurate
information ems be assured as to
its work here.
All of whieh adds up to it
strong supprecition that Uncle
Sam is planning something down
this way.
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THE FULTON COUNT
Fulton, KenUar_ky
WESTPHELLNG.
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M.
.

sent only one side of the picture to the disadvantage of United States Bonds.
"This commentator did not tell his listeners that while common stock moves up and
down, United States Bonds can always be

Subscription Rates $2 per year in Fulton,
Obion
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and
Elsewhere
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; per year.
throughout the United States, $2.50

cashed at par. Neither did he tell his listeners
that billions of dollars worth of United States
Bonds were purchased with inflation wages
and other inflation income, therefore the owners have more dollars in Bonds than they
could have purchased under normal condi-

Post Office Box 485

Editors and Publishers
n.
A member se the Kentucky Pause denudatio
Moreau.
A amber sie the Fulton Coady Fano

1933
Entered as second class matter June 28,under
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky,
1879.
March,
of
act
postal
the United States
Published Every Friday Of The Year.
There is.. . nothing that keeps_ the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause—Anonymous.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1959

A Soldier's
Christmas
Monday is Christmas Day . . and for
many of us who are ex-servicemen, or who
to
are of draft age, it will be an occasion
as
us
around
tightly
very
families
our
gather
we enjoy the spiritual warmth of the day ...
as we reflect on other, not-far-past Christmases spent by our lonesome selves thousands
. and wonder if
of miles away from home
find us in the
not
might
Christmas
our next
same position.
We do not write this in any effort to dampen the spirit of the season, but rather to increase its warmth, its deep feeling, its real
happiness with our loved ones.
We who are at home, this year are the
fortunate ones. Ten-thousand miles across the
mighty Pacific we have our own citizens fighting for their lives in a desperate effort to halt
a torrent of grim invaders. You and I may be
in their shoes by next Christmas ..or we
may be training for the job. A "State of
Emergency" was declared this past weekend,
another gigantic armed force is in the offing,
and it may take every able-bodied man and
woman from 18 to 50 to do the job before in,
Having spent four very dismal and
over.
unhappy Christmases away from home, and
two of those four halfway around the world,
we can, as all of you ex-servicemen can, genuninely appreciate what it means to be in our
home and our connnunity on this occasion.
Our special prayer on Christmas morning
is .... Not for being deferred for "essential"
work, declared "CP"; hawing enough dependenst or a pull with the draft board ... but
our prayer will be that by next
Thus ugly Me= into which we a
will have bren. short-lived and the world will,
somehow, have returned to peaceful 'lite. If
it does not, many of us will not be here next
Christmas,and it may be ten Christmases before we are back ... if we manage to get
back at all.
These sobering thoughts should cause IIS
'all to enjoy every minute of this season while
we are yet here, at home; while we are yet
permitted to do as we wish; while we are yet
permitted happiness and enjoyment.—R.P. W.

Buy Bonds . . .
.• • Buy Now
For the past several months, you have
been bombarded with misinformation from
various sources concerning the alleged unworthiness of U. S. Savings Bonds. Many people,
including Mr. H. V. Kaltenborn, radio news
comnitntator, have gone so far as to compare
Savings Bonds with an investment in common
stock.
In the interest of all Government Bond
holders, I think it only fair to quote here one
substantial businessman's reaction to some of
this recent adverse publicity. The fact that
you do not know Mr. Fred F. Kopke, of Hutchinson, Kansas, owner-manager of the brokerage company that bears his name, makes
little difference. His views on the advantages
of owning U. S. Savings Bonds are shared by
the millions of our citizens who own them

"I think the United States Treasury should
in some way counteract the unfair comparison
being made by prominent radio commentators,
and some newspaper columnists, upon the
merits of the United States Bonds.
"Not long agcl, one radio E•ommentator
said that he had purchased a $1000.00 United
Sates Bond in 1939 and complained bitterly
about lost buying power. Then he went on
to say, from hindsight, how mud) he would
have gained if he had invested the same $1000
in General Motors common stock.
"1 have a high regard for big business
and for General Motors in particular, but I
d,.. not like to bear a radio commentator pre-

STRICTLY BUSINESS
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"The truth is that millions of people are
lucky that they purchased Bonds because they
have neither the time nor experience to investigate the risk involved in the purchases
of common stock or .to manage real estate

[22F

it

"This is not the time for radio commentators to pose as investment experts and discourage investments in United States Bonds.
Common stocks are good investments for those
who have both the time and the will to study
company prospects so they may avoid the
risks involved.
"We need not look back very far to remember when common stock holders were
shedding tears at a time when the holders of
United States Bonds could step up and get
100 cents on a dollar for their Bonds.
"Millions of our people with good jobs
and without investment background should
now increase their purchases of enited States
Bonds, and it is your plain duty to defend the
Bonds against the attacks of radio commentators who paint only one side of the picture.
(Signed)

Yours truly,
Fred F: Kopke"

Governor's Race
On The Move
If the Senate race last fall did nothin„!
else, it heartened a number of men who have
the gubernatorial bee in their bonnets. During the past weeks, Congressman Joe Bates
the
and Ben Kilgore each announced for
is
It
for
Governor.
nomination
c
Democrati
quite unusual for announcements to be made
this early, but each had a purpose in announcing before the beginning of the campaign
year.
It is generally agreed that Weatherby will
candidate for the
be the Clement-backed
Democratic nomination, altho no one doubts
Rural
Beauchamp,
that Emerson "Dock”
e,
Russellvill
,from
ner
Commissio
Highway
could be induced to enter the race without any
undue amount of arm-twisting. But the antiClements group of Democrats are not so well
organized. Waterfield declined to run for United States Senator with the plain implication
that he would be a candidate for Governor
next year. On the other hand, Ben Kilgore,
Waterfield's ally and lieutenant, says that he
is in the race to stay, regardless of who ever
else may enter. Bates left an out when making his announcement, saying that his,candidacy would depend on Avhether or not he was
needed in Washington worse than in Kentucky
due to some change in the foreign situation.
comment as to these developWaterfield's
ments was, "Well, that's two candidates . . ."
It appears at this time that one strong
anti-Clements gedidate might defeat Weatherby for the Dealocratic nomination, but if
Bates, Kilgore and Waterfield should all get
in the race, each representing what is generally known as the Waterfield faction of the
party, Weatherby should have easy sailing,
as he would have support of the State emFederal
ployees and expect the support of
employees who would be indebted to Clements and Chapman for their jobs.
The Republican nominaton, likewise, will
not go begging. Most ofteh mentioned for this
nomination is J. Stephen Watkins, Lexington,
Congressman Morton of Louisville and former
Senator Cooper. Republicans meet in Louisville on December 15 to discuss the gubernatorial race for next year. It might be added
that the party will have no difficulty in finding one or more candidates.
—Ohio County Messenger.

Our

own vision must be clear to open the
eyes of others, else the blind will lead the
blind and both shall fall—Mary Baker Eddy
Where there is no vision, the people perish; but he that keepeth the law, happy is

he\—ProverbiL.

Men of vision or imagination are never
discouraged, because their eyes are ever on
the day of victory.—John R. Mott
Vision is the art of seeing things iniiisible.—Swift
What we see depends mainly on what
we look for.---John Lubbock
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investments.

and will continue to buy them.
Mr. Kopke's letter to the Treasury Department in Washington, follows in part:
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''He -thinks his dictation is rn,.. re impressive with
background music I"

From The Files:

Qua

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

Isaetiort Bach lite elach
0
December 18, 1925:
Col. A. H. Egan will retire January 1st with 43 years of railroad
behind him. His job as general
superintendent of the Y & MV
division on the I. C. will be filled
by Supt. F. R. Mays.
The junior department of the
Woman's Club perfected its organization at a meeting Monday,
and the following officers were
elected: President, Miss Marjorie
Carpenter; Vice-president, Miss
Hattie May Godfrey; Secretary.
Miss Dorothy Granberry; treasurer, Miss Ruth Atwood.

married
were
John Sylvester
Thursday evenint at the home of
Carr
parents on
the bride's
Street. •
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Bushart returned
Mr. Glynn
Saturday from Louisville, where
he is in school to visit his parents
at Beelerton for the holidays.
ComOther students from the
spending the
munity 'who are
holidays at home include Harold
McKenzie.
White, a student at
Tenn.; Cayce Pillow, a student at
Murray; Pauline Thompson and
Mrs. Juanita Walker, home from
Bowling Green.

Shipments of 300 hogsheads of
tobacco were made from Fulton
warehouses in the past two weeks
on part of an order of 20 million
ordered by the French
pounds
government.
The Chestnut Glade high school
will present a play; "Borrowed
Money" next Friday evening. The
Beecher
by
headed
cast in
Finch, as "a hometown success";
Robbie E. Latta as "has ambitilAs
Reedt as "their
wife"; Reims
marriageable daughter"; Mamie
Milam as "their young daughter":
Hatler Morgan, "for whom (Relma) is waiting"; Malcolm Jones
as 'a wealthy old bachelor"; Vasand
co Simpson as 'financier
horse fancier"; Mignone Morrison
Rachel
secretary"; and
as "a
Hagler, Ruby Lamb, Ellen Rawls.
Brown. Paul
Annie Katherine
Morgan, Durell Terrell and Mary
Frances Milam.
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December 23, 1930:
Conditions today are distressing: winter has come and there.
are thousands throughout the
land who have nothing to do; they
are walking the streets, looking
for work, have found none and
their homes have almost gone. In
with the various
Fulton, along
churches, societies, schools, lodges and other organizations who
are exerting every effort to build
relief funds, the Strand amusement company is now giving special shows and employees are donating their time.

Weekley County -sweet potato
growers are receiving $1.60 per
bushel this week, and some 464
cars have been shipped this year
growers
which have averaged
better than $1 per bushel, 600
bushels to the acre.
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May there be
no sIdetrackln
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J. D. Todd, 10, was struck by an
auto and killed last Monday afternoon as he jumped off a wagan on Paschall Street into the
path of an automobile.

HAPPINESS
EXPRESS!

P

Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts of
the city, under the direction of
Miss Pauline Thompson, will sing
downt, \
Christmas carols on
streets Christmas eve.
Misses Ruth and Maxine Wr!dc
arrived Saturday to spend Christmas with the home folks at Cayce.

For the first time in the history
of Fulton County, one of its memColumbus, Ky., bers has been named a master
Last week at
L.
two acres of the high bluff over- farmer of the State. Charles
looking the river slid into the ri- Drysdale of the Palestine comver, created tremendous waves munity, 44, to whom the honor
that tore barges from their moor- has come, is a self-made man, left
ings, and formed an island in the fatherless at the age of 7, who has
The made himself an outtanding farMississippi at that point.
bluff had been undermined by mer and citizen. His four main
crops are wheat, corn, hay and
recent high waters.
tobacco; last year (1929) he sold
A $5000 fire in that part of the 17,000 pounds of tobacco and over
new Cohn Building occupied by $2200 worth of hogs. Mrs. DrysCompany dale is a member of the homethe Holloway Motor
makers Club and a leader in the
damaged 16 cars this week.
Miss Lola Mae Shelby and Mr. community.

Faster Sin
Swim Ct
New au
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give gri
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Sermonette Of The Week

e44>a.4 Clad
By Rev. Richard Ginder
A mother
Picture the scene.
lays her new born child in a crib
. . . . angels appear on a hillside
. . . . shepherds hurry quietly into Bethlehem.
Somehow the world stood still
that night. Time was at the crossroads. Men took a long last look
at the Old Testament and turned
their faces toward a new era—an
age of love and brotherhood. With
the first sound of that Jewish
baby, Christianity drew its first
breath on earth.
But why? Who is this baby?
Let us go over and look into the
crib.
\ There he lies—a little boy. His
incther has him so wrapped in
swaddling•bands that all we can
see is his face, and it seems no
different from other baby faces.
mysterious
The strange, the
fact about this baby boy is that
the Jewish world has been talking about him for the past 1500
years. Long ago-500 years before—the prophets had lifted up
their voices and said:
"Behold! A virgin shall be with

child, and bring forth a son, and
they shall call his name Emmanuel" (Matt. 1:23)
eyes of the
"Then shall the
blind be opened, and the ears of
the deaf unstopped. Then shall
the lame man leap as a hart and
dumb shall
the tongue of the
his
ring." "And he shall feed
shepherd, and he
flock like a
shall gather the lambs with his
arm and carry them in his bosom,
those that are
and gently lead
with young."
years! Those
Five hundred
words were uttered 500 years before Mary laid her child in that
manger.
This baby then—this child—is
He the Prince of Peace? God the
Mighty? Yes, because when He
grew to manhood, He said He was
God and proved it. He proved it
with stupendous miracles.
And that is the marvel of this
_festival. It is that divinity which
brings the Christian world to its
knees every year: the spectacle of
Almighty God in the flesh; the
(Continued on Page Seven)
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For Fine Liquors
1(e

By Joseph Bring

"Nazareth."
"Wife?"
The registrar was sweating
"Mary."
mightily and grimly keeping his
a •
"Children?"
426 Lake St. Fulton,Ky. Phone 93
temper. The list of names on the
There was -a silence, and the
scroll before him seemed endless, registrar looked up questioningand still the room was filled with ly. The man was smiling. "Last
people. He wondered whether night," he said. "A son." He liftthey would ever stop coming. ed his hands, cupped, as if he
They crowded around his table, were holding something very
jostling one anotivr, jabbering small and precious.
for his attention, shouting at him, "You should see him," he said.
each claiming to be first. Behind "Her child."
them, others pressed forward;
The registrar chuckled. "FinOur very
and behind the others, still oth- est boy in the world, eh? I know.
4 •
crs. The registrar's ears rang with We all say that, don't we?"
the tumult. Why couldn't they
ANNITOSAUf 3R AND
best
They smiled at each other for
lower their voices? Why couldn't a moment Then the registrar
Christmas 'they wait?
I poised his stylus. "His name?"
••
11
He sighed. A hundred times,
"Jesus."
4
N he'd told them to form in line The registrar wrote it, closed
wishes
4 pi.
0 and take their turns. It would be his scroll, stood up, and yawned
?or entertaining in a grand manner - servo
V
quicker that way, he'd said. It mightily.
Bardenheier's Fine Wines. 21 popular varie,
1
1 4r4.1
was no use. They wouldn't be
"He just arrived in time," he - Charles F. Kettering, world-famed inventor and research consultant
ties — a wine to suit every taste and occar
to General Motors, came to Chicago to address the 29th annual
regimented. Hours ago, he'd giv- said."A bit later, and he wouldn't
sion.
National 4-H Club Congress and also took time off to congratulate
en up the effort. This people have counted— Caesar would
eight farm youths who each won $300 college scholarships plus a free
carried democracy to the point never have heard of him."
trip to Chicago as the guests of General Motors for their outstanding
ivy
a bottle oi your fewer*. win.
of anarchy. Wherever they gathcontributions to farm safety. GM has sponsored the 4-H Farm Safety
ered, they behaved like children.
are: Carolyn Younker,
program
for
the
last
six
years.
Left
to
right
I
BARGENHSIEP 5 Ni:hiL C.1..L.f.E5
of Utah, Milton Spain, of North Carolina, Sally Hornecker, of Oregon,
a I Like a family. Like a family re`i Mo.
Mr. Kettering, Lawrence Beymer, of Indiana, Virginia McCoy, of
!
I union. They pushed and quarrelArkansas
and
Marian
Linn,
of
Ohio.
Kneeling
are
Valerie
Logemann.
led like brothers and sisters.
of Minnesota and Vivian Fulton, of New York. He mopped his face with a dusty corner of his tunic, and bent
With the return of the all-new
work. He brushed away "Holiday On Ice of 1951," many sernble clothed in gold and mir- member of the 1.17
English facQuality Used Cars a to his
the hands gesticulating at him, old friends plus a host of new rors.
ulty since 1930, Dr. Ward will
Leo Freisinger will again do
and laboriously recorded names. stars come to the Armory here
succeed Dr. Herman E. Spivey
109 ('hurch St.
Fulton .,4 Benjamin. Yes. And Benjamin's
in Louisville, Ky., on January his impossible jumping and speed who was named dean of the UniBenjamin's
skating, adding many new and
Benjamin's
sons.
wife.
a
Phone 183
28th, 1951.
difficult tricks to his already full versity Graduate School last Sepdaughters. Seven of the tribe of
111
Headlining the list are the repertoire. The two madmen of tember. The new department
Benjamin? Right! Next!
sweetheart team of Murray Gal- the ice, Holly and Day; will re- head is a native of Cynthiana and
Levi. Levi's wife. Levi's sons. braith and Dorothy Goes, "PerLevi's daughters. Correct. Daniel. fectionists of the Ice." In a sweep- turn with a hilarious take-off on received his undergraduate traina dentists office. By popular de- ing at Georgetown College. He
1111110111117W11107070707111110107070110707‘ Daniel's wife. Daniel's sons. Next.
_
ing version of the "Merry WidZachary. Zachary's wife. And so ow," these two join in a fast- mand, Phil Hiser will again per- holds the masters degree from
on. Jacob. Joel. Jonas. The tribe moving graceful exhibition of form the nostalgic "Down Mem- Harvard and the doctorate degree
=
of Simeon. The tribe of Juda. The the brand of skating that has ory Lane" aided by the lovely from Duke University.
tribe of Zabulon. Next, next, next. made them outstanding in the ice and talented Mae Freisinger.
The registrar muttered rebel- world. In solo numbers, Dorothy
Phone 470'for Job Printing
liously in his beard. Census! What is seen in the lovely "Winged UK TRUSTEES NAME
NEW
ENGLISH
HEAD
Was
census?
of
a
purpose
was the
Rhapsody," while Murray plays a
Dr. Wiliam S. Ward has been GET YOUR
it some new scheme of oppression, roping cowboy in a rollicking
Depot Street
-Buck Busharr
Fulton
named by the University of Keneasier
make
it
program
to
some
Western rene.
tucky Board of Trustees as the
for the Roman Legions? Why did
—at—
Bobby Blake, dynamic rhythm new head of the school's Departthey want.to number the Jews,
like so much merchandise at the star, is featured in a sailor se- ment of English, the appointment liappy's Liquor Store
market? He'd like to see a great quence with his exciting "dan- to become effective at the beginLet The News do your Printing Job.
Church and Main Streets
Caesar descend from his marble skating" routine as well as in rung of the next semester. A
throne and try his hand at it. authentic Balinese dance with the
he'd like to see the governor, Cy- comely captain of the "Glamourrinus, sitting here sweating it out. leers," Anne Schmidt, who steps
His stylus scratche4 away end- out of her position in the line to
lessly. The tribe of'Ruben. The team up with Bobby in a truly
tribe of Aser. The tribe of Man- unusual number.
FOR oNL
esses . . . Solomon — Micheas—
Hum gifts
Michael Meehan will amaze
Barueh . .. The light slanted low99.93
hokl01.111.
er and lower through the win- audiences with his perfect grace
dows as the day wore on. Pres- and ballet ability on the ice. This
Turkey'
ently the registrar realized that young ice ballet star is fast behis taut nerves were relaxing. coming one of the great soloists
641!)6
The uproar was quieting. He of the skating world.
Appearing for the Brat time
glanced up under his eyebrows
and saw that the room was half- with "Holiday" are the two acroadagio -skaters who won such
empty.
Now he recorded the names magnificent reviews during their
more de!iberately, no longer in a recent European tour, Genevieve
hurry since the end was in sight. Norris and Bob Payne. In preA doren more aild he could go senting them with "Holiday," this
home to his family — to his own pair will be seen in the fantastic
wife, his own sons and daughters. Gold Number with the entire enThe thought brought the realization that he had forgotten to regDespite the fact that we have had a bad fire at our mill, we are
ister himself and them. In a moment he would do that.
fortunate in having connections that are permitting, and will
Now the space around the table
Check these
was clear, His work was finished.
Natures:
continue to permit us to make
He mopped his hands, carefully
* 5-Hoot Surtacii
wiping away the dirt and perspirSwitch.
Faster the Fast
He recorded his own name.
Siam What * Oven Thermostat ation.
His wife's. His sons'. His daughNew super- * Automatic Omin
ters'. He sat wearily for a moSignal Light
fast "Speedo
ment, then closed the scroll and
font Apmaster'units * C
plionc•Outiot
give greater
rose to his feet. As he did so, he
contact.
pan
* Stainl•se Pa..became aware of a figure standlain Extorloo
SADIST TO CLEAN
ing silent before him, a few paces
from the table—a figure oddly
We will continue to manufacture and have available our COMEASY TERMS
humble, a face endlessly patient,
eyes of childlike purity.
PLETE line of high-quality products according to the SAME
Strangely, the registrar was not
annoyed. He resumed his seat,
formulas we have been using.
unrolled the scroll, and poised
his stylus. The last man stepped
Main St. forward. "Your name?" asked
Phone 201
the registrar.
Our office has been temporarily set up in our area on the
"Joseph. Of the house of David."
Tennessee Side.
"City?"
it
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locate him?

BENNETT ELECTRIC

Your Friends Trade Here
"West Kentucky's Most Modern"
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DELIVERIES ON SCHEDULE

He might be a Furniture Dealer,
a Locksmith, a Jeweler, an
Optometrist, a Real Estate Man.
Whatever his trade ... whatever
product or service he offers ...
you can locate it quickly and
easily in the

We Will Appreciate a Continuation of Your
Valued Patronage

'YELLOW PAGES'

HAPPY'S
LIQUOR STORE

of your Telephone Directory
Find whatever you want whenever you want it! Turn first to
i the 'YELLOW PAGES' to find
out
WHO BUYS—SELLS
RENTS—REPAIRS

BROWDER MILLING COMPANY
IN
Telephone 900

We Carry a Large and Complete Line of:
FINE WINES — LIQUORS — CORDIALS
IMPORTS — SCOTCHES
WALLACE ASHBY

it

71117allrnNill

WRAY WARD

HAPPY HOGAN

Located on Church Street
Across From Andrews Jewelry Store
FULTON, KENTUCKY
•••1•1•

111OUTHIRN SILL TELEPHONO
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

BROW

Fulton, Kentucky

,
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SHOP LA1LYt

What Is More Practical Than
a Gift of a Pair of Shoes for
Christmas

FORRESTER'S HAS THE SIZE
AND THE STYLE... AT THE PRICE
and

guarantee the fit of every pair. If they don't fit,'we
is III exchange them
0$
AA to EE Laos in most styles
Dress Shoes, to $15.00
Work Shoes, $3.95 to $12-15

Forrester's Shoe Shop
204 Main Street

Fulton, Kentucky.

It's easy wed economical
to make old floors look now
with Florhide Floor Eriamel
—the •Ia•tic floor finish-made to withstood poem..
scuffling feet for be.
Serial sr exterior lose.

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY
Paints — Glass — Wall Papers
?".0 CHURCH

STREET

PHONE Me

-My Clothes Are
Whiter Now!"

"When Parisian does my wash.. I have !Imre
pep, more time for fun!"
Yes,send your washday drudgery to Parisian!
Discover new leisure ... new laundry freshness,
new economy!
Phone 14

PARISIAN
I.AURy

— CLEANERS

N\

—PHONE 14--

LAUNDRY SERVICE

Christmas IsSooner Than You Think
When That Gift List Is Undecided
By MARY HOUSE
Plan your Christmas shopping
carefully and precisely and thus
make Christmas• merry season
of jingle bells—not a sorry season of jangled nerves.
A good ear, a retentive memory and • notebook will go far
In solving the annual problem
of what, for whom, and how
much. With that system Christmas never is sooner than you
think.
In our family, something that
is wanted is sure to be appreciated, be it commonplace or not.
For example, Aunt Dolly is
bound to be right pleased over
the glass mixing bowls I've
bought. She'll remember that
I remembered;
I jotted it down
in the notebook
. last week after
she had mentioned that she
never seemed to
have the rightsized bowl for
right
the
job.
There are a number of kitchen and table glassware items
on my list; a crystal glass
luncheon set for the Browns, a
glas.s,teapot for Peter's teacher,
and packaged sets of tumblers,
juice and smart cocktail glasses
for our coterie of friends, neighbors and rektives. These American machine-made glass items
not only are-handsome but inexpensive
For Youngsters
Al-o on my list of $1 to 55
i."77.13 are gifts for theekids and
SIM (their father and my husband) When Peter complained
he'd ruined his flashlight by
gror:ng for,it in tl,e dark, I put
ram down for one of those with
a luminous case. Prudence is
slated for a net set of ball-bearing•roller skates, and Jim for a
supply of Sil••...p cartridges
(V—nchester) for his new gift
"Battery" and "Resistor spark
plugs" after Jim's name mean
gifts for the family car to please
the man of the house. When he
growled about always forgetting
to water his old battery I investigated one (Auto-Lite) normally requiring water only three
times a year. The Resistor spark
plugs stop scrambled pictdres on
our television screen every time
the car is warmed up.
A Husband's Mother
And Jim's mother is going to
have a fresh outlook on Christmas morning with new Venetian
blinds in her
living room.
When she said
"drat" the last
time I saw her
•
struggling with
the old ones. I
made a mental
note to confer
with Jim. Getting her out of
the house to allow the dealer to
take measurements was a real
conspiracy. But she's bound to
wax enthusiastic over the ordered blinds with their sleek easyto-clean metal slats and fadeproof plastic tapes, plus that
wonderful new mechanism that
never gets out of order.
John, my favorite brother.
who dotes on tinkering, will
have his fun and dining room
beauty, too. Down in the note-

!KENTUCKY PLATOON
TO GET PROMOTION
Opportunities for the prospec; five members of the American
I Legion-sponsored Marine 'Kentucky Platbon" increased last
week when Marine Corps Headquarters announced the promotion of 2600 staff non-commissioned officers.
"Men taking advantage of enlistments in the Legion-sponsored
platoon now will be getting in
on the ground floor," Capt. Albert Wood, district officer in
charge, said.
"This mass promotion," he continued, "has opened the way for
thousands of promotions in the
lower brackets, and, coupled with
the expansion of the Corps, presents uniMited opportunities to
men of initiative and ambition."
Those men from the Fulton area who are interested in joining
the Marine "Kentucky Platoon"
should contact the local American Legion, or the nearest Marine
Recruiting office for details.

book went his wish for a smart button oven timer is a gem of
modern partition to create a simplicity; the controls for topdining alcove without sacrificing of-the-stove cooking regulate
the spacious sweep of his ranch heat gradlially like a water
house living room
faucet controls the flow of water.
Sparkling ,Insulux glass block
The New Refrigerator
seems the answer. So on ChristThe refrigerator is not only
mas he gets his block plus some
an
effort-saver
but fits in with
interlocking wooden strips called Set-In-Wood that'll allow Mother's sense of theift. There
him to erect the partition easily is a spacious fast-freezing emitpartment (capacity 84 pounds)
without theimess of mortar
atop the regular storage area.
Our Glamor Gale
It offers 20-below-zero cold so
Cousin Mary, the growing that foods can be quick frozen
glamor child named after me, and Mother can take advantage
is slated, of course, for some- of bargain bulk buying. Coils in
thing to stagger the stag line. the normal storage section are
If several pairs of boutonniere concealed in the walls to elimstockings—nylon with two hand- inate dehydrated shrunken foods
embroidered eyelets to permit —even when put away uncoverthe wearing of a real or fake ed. The compartments, complete •
flower on the left ankle—don't ly separate, each have their own
focus attention, things sure have cooling system (the Admirr
changed. These gossamer items, Dual-temp arrangement) aro
introduced in Willys of Holly- temperature controls for sepwood collection "Stockings of arate operations.
Stars," are products of Sznson
The Word Is Fali.ittis
Hosiery Mills.
What with a good-sired sparkOn the laundry side of
ler on her third finger left hard, kttchen there'll be one of tItc-:e
•.my
younge3t fabulous sinks with interchangesister Sue seem • able tubs so it can do de:11 a
ed in the 'mar- duty as a clothes and disliwr!- ket- for a hope er The companion piece is ar
chest. She's automatic clothes dryer to eno
down for a
- -%-'•1\-• those srTe.7e•
cedar chest, one
induc'ng brie
that will solve
yard trips .n
future probb a d. Weath-o•
lems as well as
Our chi
-existing ones: Jim and I have
t h e (Thor.
picked one of those newly-depositive. hcet
signed modern chests that can
•
co-trols for St..double in living or dining room 0 VI. to/ ec:ed
as
buffet server for formal of dryness'and a vacuum
dinners or parties.
to suck out mc•;:ure.
Jim's chief present is one that
Mother is a firm bel;"•..-- •-i
he's wanted for the past two home launderieg, con
seasons of deer hunting. I've that a clean. white wash is- 7
been saving virrertitiously to ironed is a family moral
raise about $68 for his heart's er—eft.ecially in today's try.—;
desire — a lever action •carbine times Thus, the combir.:1
better known as tne "Famous sink should really plea:re h::
Winchester 30-30." What future The semi-automatic clot.
excuse he'll muster for missing washer does a spotless job qu:e;c•
the "best ,shot of the season" is ly and easily; it takes mere
•
hard to imagine
onds to change over to the dis •
washer tub stored on a swirr•
Vacation and Kitchen
ing arm under the sink compari•
The big gift of the year, a ment It's sanitary, too. Clothe:
labor-saving kitchen for Mother water never comes in contac.
House, took real planning and with dishwater.
cooperation but will be worth
And so that Mother can iron
every minute and penny:
and sit down, too, she's getting
Mother, ill but stubborn, has one of those electric toldine ironnever wavered in her determina- era that she can store in the
tion to turn out meals single- kitchen closet. It has ai"sleevehanded—with no interference sized" roll to make shirt ironing
please. She's also one to scoff at a job instead of a chore and turn
commercial laundries despite ill sad ironing into glad ironir.g.
health or weather. So we called
What 1 Rope For
the clan—quite a mob—together
for a family financial pooL
And I hope that Jim, who calls
It'll take some doing on Dad's me "The Good Fairy" because I
part but it's his job to "persuade" like to make wishes come true,
Mother to leave home for•twofulfills m i n e.
week vacation rest at the Union
I've sure dropPacific's resort town—Sun _Valp e d enough
ley, Idaho. She'll pretend to prohints. Liking
test but actually she'll be detelevision, reclighted with two weeks of fine
-and radio
fffl
food, perfect service, tangy
equally. I keep
ff suggesting
mountain air and the magnifithat
cent sunshine.
we should inThose two weeks will give us corporate all of them into one
just enough time to revamp her good, compact unit.
old slave galley into a modern,
There is a fine one on the
efficient kitehen and laundry.
market, good-looking and modFor the culinary section we ern. If my continual references
have chosen an electric range to a "home thz.3." (that's what
and • refrigerator.
the maker Admiral dubs it)
The range has two ovens—one don't get a response. I'll try
for roasts, the other for pastries planting manufacturer's litera—and a rotary spit in the meat ture.
oven for all those savory barSometimes I feel that militia
beque dishes. 216, reliable pull- need • little prodding.

ALL NEW I

I

Farmers buying calvei through
Kentucky stockyards can now ,
have thesewcalves vaccinated for '
Bangs disease without cost to the
State Department of Agriculture.
Commissioner Walters has announced that all that is required
is that farmers request such service from stockyard officials. The
Kentucky Department of Agriculture will furnish the vaccine and
pay the veterinarian.
Commissioner Walters also announced that the age limit on
calfhood vaccination has been
lowered from 6-12 months to 4-8
months. .
•

Bloat C4

a
a

REPEAT THE
SCUM JO':
V

A Christian will find it cleaner 4
to pardon than 'to rftent. For- V
giveness saves the
expense of
anger, the cost of
hatred, the
waste of spirits. — Hannah More

THIS CNRISTMAL

Starts INSTANTLY to relieve g

SORETHROAT
Caused by Colds

V

Just rub on AI usterole
st's made
especially to promptly relieve coughs, ' V
sore throat and aching chest miseries V
due to colds. Aluaterole actually helps rg
break up local congestion in the upper bronchial tract, nose and throat. '
In 3 strengths.
V

MUST E ROLE

MERRYMAN'S
GROCERY
Phone 1339
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Give WALLPAPER
As a GIFT!
-11

A SMART
SiCHRISTMAS

V
V
V
Zs'
V

0

SURPRISE!
V
Add new cheer to a room in her home with our modern,
colorful wallpaper. Surprise HER by having a room done over V
as a little token a thoughtfulness this Christmas.

Du

only $

Bei
217 I.1.,

See our splendid patterns now; let us help you arrange
this most pleasant gift, that will keep on giving for years.
Special Lots at Close-out Prices.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207( hurch Street

ISIC Sig 1g Mg SY SatOK=IN CsigiClUSSCxstramincticateurtsumg

Phone 35

AtiltiliaCIRCIMAM atagailltiMICIICSX

EVERSHARP-SCHICK

RAZOR KIT
ONLY

oon

4-Piece

Copper - Clad

Bedroom Suites
from

REVEREWARE
Complete stock all
kinds of utensils

Studio Couches

F

or frif

Sturdy Metal
Smoking Sets

marks y
For frier

1.95 uP

brancc a

Gold-Plated Razor
12 Precision Edge
Blades
Plastic Travel
Kit

WETHERBY TO NAME
UK BOARD MEMBER

PHONE 51

CALVES VACCINATED

Boudoir-Table-Floor
STITZEL-I

LAMPS
SAMSON CARD TABLES

University of Kentucky alumni
last week nominated three of
their number as candidates for
the post of alumni member of the
U. K. Board of Trustees. Names
of the three candidates, all from
Central Kentucky, have been submitted to Governor Lawrence
Wetherby who will fill the post
by executive appointment. 'The
nominees are H. D. Palmore of
Frankfort, present member of the
board whose term expires December 31; James S. Shropshire and
William H. Townsend, both f
Lexington. The:r nominations re- I
sulted from balloting conducted1
by mail among members of the
Phone 70-428
University Alumni Association.

GO OL
SONNsi,
LITTLE
OF THI

CHILDRENS' BREAKFAST SETS DESKS
SCOOTERS TRICYCLES
AT CLOSE OUT PRICES!

CITY DRUG M.
Fulton

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 tuire:ItizSaat:Linoxam=nya
ntmcn„mnms,AN as,q7aximaxe
Fulton
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aonsoityttrol
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Mrs. Carey Frields

In West Kentucky

Miss Margrett Bynum has been the News staff a very
Merry!and Allie Sunday night
and atindisposed due to a siege of cold. Christmas and a
Happy
New tended the Christmas porgram
at
W. Irvin Frields has returned Year.
I Bethlehem Church..
hp me fri at Haws Horpitel where
I Mr. and Mrz. J. PI Owen, Jane
he %5'7'; a re:tient some'two weehs.
and Sue attended the ball game
DUKEDOM RT. 2
Ile is irrireved. ,
Joyce Taylor
• in Fulton Friday night.
• Mr. and
Bu'on
Laeee.1,s;:.
Mrs. Evaline Yates fell in,May_ end re
— 412 Lake Street
ie. Devei end Leelie iii leeld last week
Phone 237
and injur-d
her
Mr.
Mc:.
runi
.
E. L. Deren rettendbut it is some hatter now.
i cd the funerel and burial of thei7
Mr. and MI's. Chester Murphy
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Pastor Peery.
A Christmas program will be
Power-A81:ai sheatersave0:25:nfuel bills
presented at Union No. 1 next
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Friday afternoon and 'promises to
be fine entertainment. The pubmAiiintdoeo
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lic is intited. •
David Young, sone.of Mr. and
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due to an ear infection which is
of chronic nature.
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illness.
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Fred McCoy. Jr., has returned
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to Detroit after a weekend visit
with his family, Mrs. McCoy, Jr.
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Make Your Calls Early!
Long Distance telephone lines will be crowded on
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day in spite of the
many new circuits we've added. We'll be on the job
doing our best to put all your calls through but
there may be delays. You'll get faster service if you can do
your calling before Christmas Eve or after Christmas Day.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND

CONVENIENT

J. C. Rickman.

only $2100 down, as little as $1.91 a week!

WEST STATE LINE
M. Edgar Grimom
There was a good
attendance
sunday throughout the day at the
Mission. There was a Christmas
program and Christmas
tree
hursday evening
and
Santa
Claus was on hand to see the children.
Friends and neighbors of Arnicet Browder of Alexandria, La.,
I gathered at Palestine Church
!Wednesday afternoon to say their
Ilast respects to hint. Mr. Browder
(he'd suddenly some time Toesday. He is a
brother of
Mrs.
I Frand Stroud and Walter Browder of this community.
Mrs. Lucille Jackson of Dyersburg spent Saturday night and
Sunday Wth her unc7e and family, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Phillips
on the Middle Road. '
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Grissom
spent Thursday
morning with
Mrs. Grissom's brother, Mr. and
Mrs. Rudell Trimble and daughter, Nancy of Fulgham.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Vance Hicks and Edna
Virginia were: Mr. and Mrs. Horace Lynch and son, Leroy, Sidney
Payne of Harris, Willis Howard
Hicks of Paducah, Frankie Hicks
of Fulton and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom of this community.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore attended church at the Mission Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
urissom
spent awhile Sunday
morning
with Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson.
Willis Hicks spent the weekend
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ance Hicks and Edna. He left
Sunday for Paducah where
he
will work with his brother, Charles, who is working in a job shop
there.
Mrs. Hillman Collier spent Monday with her mother, Mrs. C. J.
Bowers, who is quite ill.
Edgar Grissom
killed
hogs
Monday.
June Bishop spent Sunday with
Carolyn Collier.
Until I see you in the
News
next week I would like to wish
e
r : r of the News and also

Be nett Electric
217 Main Street
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or friends at home...a whiskey that

marks you a thoughtful Holiday host!
For friends away.
... a perfect remembrance as hearty as your Holiday wish!

KurrucitT
0"tAIGHTB0g2BONW55°
STITZEL-WELLER DISTILLERY, Inc., Louisville, Ky.
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Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey•4 Years OM •91 Proof
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G0 OUT TO THE CAiZ,
SONNY, AND SIPHON A
LITTLE GASOUNZ:
. CUT
OF THE TANK.

I WANT TO CLEAN
A SPOT ON
----MY DRE5•S! r' CUT,
...... --'
MOM...
----\K,
:4•t • .,t
•• -ii.-

NO OTHER DRINK
GIVES YOU SO MUCH
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For Christmas- or hny other time
You Can't Match A

rigidaire
De Luxe Refrigerator

— with full-width Super-Freezer
Chest and Super-Storage Design
Here's 9 cu. h. of really saiecold refrigerating.
In America's No. 1 Refrigerator-There's the
handiest kind of food storage. mosir00111•111111k1fli
Ice-service with Quickube Trays, stordy onepiece steel constructioei and the powerful,
economical Meter-Miser ovedsonisan with 5-YeasWarranty. It's the ideal gift far die family this
Christmas ... and many Christmases Ss cams I

Other Famous Frigidaire Features
• Full-width plastic Chill Drawer
• New, Ice-Blue, Gold and White beauty

WHY
A CHANCE
C'N '
YOU R
CtV
C..-...
llN

• New, sliding plastic Basket Drawer
•lifetime Poicelain interior

OK LAUNDRY
DRY CLEANERS
WILL CO A TelOUGH
JOB OF CLEANING THEM.
it.

• Adjustable, rustproof shelves
• Also available in all-porcelain Ankh al
small extra cost
• New styling by Rareeteed Loewy
Ask about all the New Frigidaire,
Refrigerators - priced frame 122935

•
4
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OK LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
PHONE 130

Walnut Street

Graham Furniture Co.
Fulton. Kentucky

the 12th month. Taken care of
one night last week,
The standards in Fulton High the coming year and possibly
PIERCE NEWS
me through all of these sinful
Mrs. Lillie McRee was in May- School: Seven salaries are less
for the next year also, since
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Murphy field shopping Friday.
times. My health is fine and that's
than $2,000. I have been inthe new standards will have to
er,
Weldon
King
Sarah
Mrs.
and
Northwest Wembley were in Fulton shopping Monday. a wonderful word to say. So and children, Mrs. Carl Murphy
structed to report to you that
remain tabled for a full year
many are in the clinic hospital and baby of Princeton. Ky., spent
your school is warned on this
after they have been approved.
County News
TEACHERS
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Watts had and what knots. But
is taking Sunday with their daughter and
deficiency. We sincerely hope
I should like to take this opMrs. Rey Wattsas their Sunday dinner guests: care of me through all that.
(Continued
from
Pate
One)
sister-in-law, Mrs. Billie Stem. correction may be made before
portunity to thank you for your
Mrs. Stockard and son, Larry,
one were both:warned and adTheron Jones drove over to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hendon and I I was at our mission Sunday.
next year.
splendid cooperation in our
Pierce had a surprise wedding
Thirty-two warnings
Union City last weekend and daughter, Virginia of Milan, Mr. Sloe had good services. Every- Saturday. Claude Graddy and vised.
Southern Association work. If
were issued
You will be interested to
to
Kentucky'
bought a new Dodge pickup.
we can be of any assistance to
and Mrs. Herman Potts and son, I thing went out so lovely and the Miss Eula Crawford Of Water
know that the new standards
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Williams Randall
you at any time, please feel
Rev. H. Butler sure did preached Valley went to Corinth, Miss., schools on salary deficiencies,
fourteen on failure to meet lib- were not acted upon by the Asand Mr. and Mrs. Herman Potts
free to call on us.
Mr. and Mrs. Juston Nanney a soul reviving sermon and his. for their wedding. They were ac- rary
sociation this year. It was felt
standards, and eleven on
drove over to Rose Clair, Ill, last are killing hogs this week.
Let's subject was "A Mission's Task' •!. companied by Mr. and Mrs. Algie teacher over-load
Very sincerely yours,
that more work would be needs.
Elkhorn
week and reported a nice time all spend the holidays with
them_ and the subject of the missions Hay and Mr. and Mrs. Billie High School,
Frank G. Dickey, St. Chi-.
ed before they would be ready
Eastern High
on their trip and Tuesday they
was love and we all had some- Stem.
School of Jefferson County, for application. Therefore, we
drove to Paducah_
So. Assn. of Colleges
thing to say about love. Love is
Mrs. Riley Smith has been on and
PALESTINE
shall use the same standards for
Daviess County High
and Secondary Schools
a great thing. God give his only the sick list but is
Most all the farmers in our
improving.
School
were admitted to memMrs. Leslie Nugent
begotten son to die for the world.
community that had their air curICWM*etrattatillallale
eartalliWNW
Miss Eva Lee Griffin had the bership this year.
111111111111atSt
Mr. and Mrs. Gussie Browder Now you know that is Love. Now! misfortune
ed tobacco ready for market
of getting her nose
The Central Reviewing Corn:
drove to Mayfield Tuesday for and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cald- tell me, if you please, who would! broken during a
basketball game mittery n,oted one violation ofthe first air cured sales. Some well were Sunday dinner guests give their only child to be put to
•
were very much pleased and of .Mr. and Mrs. Lon Brown on death. Love is a great thing.
some of the tobacco went as high Pearl Street.
•
Love hides the multitude of a
as 35% cents.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts vis- many faults. Christ loves us. We
Bro. Bradsfeld filled his reg- ited Mr. and Mrs. Buel Cook at are yet having some cold weather
ular appointment at Oak Church Shiloh, Ky., Sunday.
here. Now they tell me that
of Christ Sunday. A large crowd
Eaton Browder visited his bro- Christ was born on the 25th dav
attended and one of the Cannon
ther, Perry Browder, Sunday and of December. I don't know what
boys will preach for in the fourth
month it was but I sure :know
reports him improved.
Sunday. Come out and be with us.
Shamon Murphy, teacher at that he rose because on one
We were all sorry to hear of
U. T. in Martin, is spending the Thursday he rose in thy soul and
Browder
'Mill burning Monday holidays
With his parents. Mr. and I been making a fuss over him
night.
Mrs. Harry Murphy, West State ever since. I was 11 years old then
Mrs. Brooks Oliver and baby
so now I am 66. Gone too far to
Line.
are at home now and getting aMr. and Mrs. Leslie Alexander turn back.
long fine.
But let Mattie Dear tell you
and family of Mt. Pelia visited
Freddie Towles of Pinker Field
Mrs. Allie Browder and Mr. and one thing. We are living in a
has had the privilege and pleasfrom Scott's
qrs. Roy. Bard Sunday afternoon. mean' world. God never intend
. the perfect gift for
ure_ of getting to spend ten days
Lewis Browder of Kansas and for no one man to rule his world.
the home, for those distant . . . for
during the holidays at home but
So I wish the staff of the farm,
Lyn Phillip Browder, student at
holiday decoration . . . for holiday
was disappointed So learn Bobby
U. K. are spending the holidays and home paper of the Ken-Tenn
parties.
'Towles would not get to come
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. territory a Merry Christmas and
home during his visit here. It has
Ethel Browder.
a Happy Nei Year.
been 22 months since they were
There will be a pot luck supper
So be of food cheer God is in
Cut Flowers
at home together.
and-Christmas tree in the base- the plan. .
Mr. and Mrs. Walter PermenPot Plants including beautiful
.ment of the Palestine Church
ter had as their weekend gim-vis
Poinsettias
Wednesday night. District SuperTRINITY
Mrs. Permenter's sister, Mrs.
Corsages
intendent Bro. Evans. of Paris
Lucy Taylor of Fulton.
(Continued
from
Page
One)
will attend:
Centerpieces made to order
Mrs. Orah Coffman is slowly
Wreaths, including fresh holly
improving and is staying with her
Century magazine, by addMg his
Model 113
See our lovely gifts in brass, potter);
son at the present time.
Mis•Lisippi Plantation Life: own deeply religious philosophy
plant stands; planter lamps and
Mrs. Clara Oliver is about the
in saying that to live both nece,;The Writings Of
dishes.
same. She still isn't able to sit up.
sities a true Christian mtfst have
Mrs. Bettie Watts has been disMettle Dear
faith in God. Citing the instrucmissed from the hospital and is
tions which Christ gave his disdoing fine.
In thee, 0 Lord, do I put my ciples, the Bishop said: "We can
,
Mr. and 'Mrs. Bob Elliott have triist. So thankful that the Lord see the light on the mystery of
moved to their new borne.
has spared me to see eleven life and gain the strength that we
Mrs. Harold- Mu:mall and moth- months in 1950 and the 20 day of need by living God's own instrucThis streamlined, low-slung G-E
tions to his disciples . . . to love
FLORAL SHOPPE
one another. His sermon was debeauty delivers performance right
Iry
livered in laymen's language,
Phone 20-J
up there with sets costing many No
with a message from a man who
midget model—over 12'
dollars more! Dial light for easy wide,
Member FTD: We wire flowers
is exceedingly well-versed in
over 8" high! G-E Dynoto any point in the U. S.
Episcopal liturgy, but yet who
reading ... polished brass pointer power
speaker. Easy-to-read
knows the difficulties of everyday
for easy, exact tuning. Rich rosedial. Rich rosewood plastic
living in the true Christian way.
wood plastic case. Model 123.
cabinet. Model 135•
Following the services a reception was held in the rooms adjoining the church. Mrs. Daisy
Terry and Mrs. Charles Binford,
presided at the tea table. Other
members of the congregation asLake Street
Phone 1
tulton, Ky.
sisted in serving the guests.
a
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What makes a railroad?

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
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Before all else in the making of a railroad comes
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FAITH
and MO Christmases.,.

a
p

faith.
Faith sired the Illinois Central. And faith
has
nurtured its growth to this, its one hundredth
Christmas.

1

I

In the beginning a great faith fired men
to pour
millions into a railroad spanning no more
than a
prairie wilderness. Faith brought men west to
work
on that railroad, to clear farms and open
crossroads storm.

I/
•

it• CASH M TOR COMPANY

V

"Your

Through wars and depressions, faith has kept
the
Illinois Central secure against great odds,
sometimes against seemingly certain disaster.
On this, the Illinois Central family's
one hundredth Christmas, we ask that our
faith be
strengthened in order that all of
us—railroad
workers, friends, neighbors, patrons—may
look

‘84%14
)Dealer"

Mayfield Highway

Fulton, Kentucky

forward armss the troubled present
toward a future of peace and goodwill.
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The Christmas theme was car- ably be built on
the site of the
ried out in the decorations and ruins, with
the dust-producing
rangement are most important.
dainty party sandwiches, nuts, milling operation
il likely going
Mrs. Waggoner gave the land- cookies, fruit cake
and other del- into a new building somewhe
re
scape lesson telling how to fer- icacies were
served with the on the outskirts of the city.
tilize now for spring grass and coffee.
flowers. The droppings of chickThe guests called between ten
CRUTCHFIELD HOMEMAKERS ens and also barnyard,
7$ Ir.7%71W 7W RSROM2070RS 714707W XL RSRS RS 717170107tORS
are good and twelve and the morning was
Riallt/RORSAIRanh;RS:
ENJOY CHRISTMAS PARTY
feftilizers.
spent informally.
WITH MRS. 0. G. HOWELL
After the business meeting a
The Crutchfield Homemakers lovely Christmas dinner. was serPERSONALS
BALDWIN PIANOS
enjoyed the Christmas party in ved to 18 members and two visiIvan Jones, of Hollywood, who The choice of the world's great
the home of Mrs. 0.•G. Howell tors. One of the visitors was Miss
ms-loo4
Marian Kearby home for the hol- is attending the University, of
pianists
December 19.
Southern California, arrived in
idays from Lexington.
FRIDAY — SATURDAY
Mrs. Clyde Corum, vice presiFulton last Sunday to spend the
Feezle Piano Sales '
Christmas carols were sung
dent, presided over the business
Christmas holidays with his par622 Broadway
session.
The Christmas story then gifts were passed out to ents, Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Jones on
two-50Me
Paducah, Kentucky
with our task-1.0r
from St. Luke was read by Mrs. members. The three children. Central Avenue.
•'
p
knocking the Earntal tog a
John McClanahan and alsci the Dane, Billy and Janice enjoyed
NOTICE: Anyone knowing the
poem, "What Makes Christmas?" their gifts as much as if Santa
.vhereabouts of Norman TayHELLO WORLD
The major lesson was given by had given them to them.
lor, please contact me. I have
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Cagle of
The meeting adjourned to meet
Mrs. Bryan Kearby on Yuletide
a bundle of finished pictures
decorations. A very attractive in January with Mrs. Neal Little. Hickman are the parents of a
for him. David Pierce, P.O. Box
seven. pound nine ounce girl .born
winter bouquet of cat tails, ber1017, Paducah, Ky. (Former
December
19
at the Fulton Hosries, bitter sweets, weeds and NEW ORLEANS VISITOR
operator of the Denney Studio,
pital.
grass were used. Some of these ENTERTAINED TUESDAY
Fulton). ,
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones an
things were painted, gilted or WITH MORNING COFFEE
ALAN MOWBRAY• MILDRED COLES•
ROGER CLARK•SARAH PADDEI
flounce
the
birth
of a seven pound REGISTERED DUROC BOARS
•
A MCI( WM. VOTION PRODUCTION • AU
•
shellacked.
noon mammy /4WD*, SR Mu
eleven
Mesdame
ounce
s
son
Robert
born December
150 to 250; bred and open gilts,
Sc,, Play by lannafd Pr atkins and Rowan dewstml•I,amidst
A. Binford,
So many of these thins can be
Sun by lidswell taws arl Edward rue
P,
Hendon Wright and Harry Bus- 20 at the Fulton Hospital.w
good color, medium type. Price
found around our hamesiand are
hart were hostesses to a morning
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edmund
reasonable. M. R. Duke, DresPerry of
ADDED
so much better than d*rations
coffee Tuesday at the home of Palmersville,•Tonn., are the parden, Term. purchased in the stores some
—CHAPTER No. 1—
Mrs. Wright on park Ave .com-. ents of a seven pound ten ounce ' —
limes.
pliinenting Mrs. Robert II. Bin- daughter born December 20 at the k4AYTACT WASHERS, standard
Simplicity and fitness and also
A
"GHOST OF
and automatic models, $124.95
ford, visitor here from New Or- Fu
Fulton Hospital.
selection of containers for any arand up. Sales and service.
leans.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clyde
Barham
of
-- --- Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
ZORRO"
--- _
_ Corydon, Ind., are the parents of
:alralravilltairgitai
giacalicagritsimsittimaxirgaltigagaltegirgrigiicAtiMamirgagr a
a
Fulton, Ky. •
nine pound son born December
a 16.
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONO11
611/11
CARTOON
fir
Mrs. Barham is the former Miss
GRAPH
RECORDS: Latest
Imogene Pickle of Fulton.'
I
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics,"ori
GIFT BOOKS
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
11
14
?
A
playing. Sport Center. 324 WalBROWDER MILL
NOW ON SALE
REPU3LIC
PICTURE
!
_
nut,
(Continued from page one)
Fulton. Ky.
states that there is "no delay" in
SUN. — MON. — TUES.
,
1. filling orders despite the disaster. REGULAR LODGE MEETING:
A
tonight, 8:00 p. M. Be sure to
; Thousands of bushels of stored
attend. Loyal Order of Moose,
i grain and the towering bins holding them continued t6 blaze and . 212 Church Street, Fulton.
Ifit is a New Watch
smoulder through the entire FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
week, necessitating a constant
for a Christmas Gift,
and polisher. Fulton Paint &
A vigil by local firemen lest a high
Glass Company, 210 Church
we have some splen- a
wind should fan sparks to nearby
Street, Phone 909.
IN THE PHILIPPINES
did values.
Or ... 0 buildings.
wspNEspAy ,
TWIRSTp4Y.
If It's Repairing of a a The fire, one of the most dis- ATTENTION FARMERS: Keen
sharp disc harrows will make
astrous in Fulton history, was
ROY ROGERS
H.
III
Watch or Clock, we
—COMING DEC. 31—
LIS 04 PE COMM'S
s
fought in sub-freezing tempera1
will be glad to do
wheat. I have the only modern
tures and recalled to many the
TRIGGER
V
disc grinedr in this community.
burning of the old Meadows Hotel
that.
V SKUTEST 110151 la TIE NO
"DESTINATION
and will grind your discs for
block on nearby Church street
35c each, up to 18". (20", 50c).
in similar weather, some 20 years
A nice selection of watch chains, expansion
Disc plow blades, $1.50 each.
:ago.
MOON"
bands, necklaces, earrings, pearls, cuff
One-way plow blades,
: All office records, books, furnV
$1.50
each. I am located in Lairditure and machines were saved
links and tie clasps.
GREATEST
)V
Gossum Welding shop on Lake
by a throng of volunteers before
Street extended;
ATTRACTION
V
! the fire reached that area, and the
phone
691,
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
V
day, or 678, night. Leonard HolCompany has thus been able to
OF THE YEAR
V
land.
set up its office in the old hay
4
barn building in the Tennessee
Itb TOP WESTERN GUEST STARS
limmusummiumagusamoiciAmmagsgsicsigammammigammus
FRY'S JEWELRY
Ik! area. _
V
A
E. E. ("Gene") Williamson,
Fulton Theatre Building
manager, advised the News yesMain St.
Phone 916
Fulton
terday afternoon that according to
Theatr
e
Bldg.
Prompt service
Phone
V
plans, a retail feed store and feedWatch
and Clock repairing.
Commximmmmmummommommmmarmmmmmmmmmm4 'flaking equipment
All Work Guaranteed.
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HOLIDAY SPECIALS FOR YOUR GOOD CHEER
CARLOADS and CARLOADS
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Way To End The Old Year

U-Tote-Em Stores Will Remain Open Till 9 PM

murVINS CANDY tikrjaZ

CHRISTMAS RIBBON MIX
2LB' 69'
I CHRISTMAS CUT ROCK
2 LB. 59'
vil
it s
Pound Box
CHERRIES
49'
4 a (HOC
it
2LB. 49'
l BROKEN STICK
itt
it gg
it ORANGE SLICES
2 LB' 45'
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v
Box of 24
98' 6 Bars 25'
a 5' BARS
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COCOANUT BON BONS
V
2L13' 61'
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ifs
2 LB' 39'
le
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l V CHOCOLAIE DROPS
2La 49'
Vs
2
LB.
CANDY IDRN
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3LB. 85'
ii STICK CANDY
II JELLY BEANS
2 T13 49'
DARLING Cream Sugar Bons 2LB' 59'
ii
VI
44
GIANT GUM DROPS
2LB' 45'
44
VII
CHEWING GUM Box 73' 5PKG. 19'
V
VI
For Only
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FANCY
YELLOW
g POUND
Mesh Bag
POUND
Mesh Bag

ORANGES

47'
$1.15

20

wY4EAYps APPLES
PER POUND
PER DOZEN
PER BOX
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T
AND
JUICY

WASHBOX
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12/
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35', 50' and up
$3.89

GRAPEFRUIT FLORIDA
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SHOP EARLY
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AVOID RUSH
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Fancy
Large, lb.

Hoop

Old Fashioned
Pound
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- American Loaf, Pound
9 Pound
- American, Per Loaf
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37
' Large
Nigger Toes, lb.

41'

Small
Size, Bulk, lb.

30(
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ag

Large
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MIXED NUTS
49' it„r
EACH
COCOANUTS
10'— 15'
Pt
CHRISTMAS AMMUNITION
At

47
'
89
'

tr.
RP

Full Line Hi-Power, Monarch and Peters
Gauge Shot
Up Depending
12
99 Brand
Shells Per Box $1'on
and Load

CARTRIDGES

Per 13°3(

COASTER WAGON
Boys Special — All Steel
$10.95
Value for only

$7.99

U-TOTEJEM

50

Bex
for only
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CIGARETTES Carton KY'$1.79 TENN.$1.93
CIGARS

la

33' and"

See Us For Ammunition—Before You Buy—Save
43
'

Rit
pa

PECANS
Paper Shell, lb.

Small
Cello Bag, 11).

pP
pP

BRAZILS

Cello Bag
Large, lb.

22

CHEESE

NUTS

$2.19

up
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AND ERRATIC MARKET CHANGES
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vote, of ycur right to free labor
Yes, I guess the big Suzie had HOME ON FURLOUGH
unions, to your right to strike, of something when she
said this
Ret. Neil W. Etheridge, Fort
your right to closo down a plant tired, beaten-up, cantankerous old
in defiance of a union you consid- i world sure daes need a
Santa Leonard Wood, Mo.., will arrive
or acting capriciously and in an !Claus. It also could use some here Saturday morning for three
"*-1 4Qt•
arbitra.ay intoner.
, p'Sctioal and .honest men
,
who days visit -with his parents, Mr.
would face up to a rather appall- and Mrs. J. J. rheridge.
dc,,, ing iittuttion anti tackle it cartiiou. Ii V.1 nii)er f
.t
y and honestly.
,a It Tor,„ (40119
sot-id
;,,-19on: or
some t!me 'Only a
vs I It has been ("Tile
*}II) 1.::.:ccnti in the nit.ht, wli:s%..!
It needs people who are conylfi
herself i tu.,:,
intraded
ienal
accumulated
Girl
-.
,
e
via!
dcbt
i.e?
That
it
A
t. victim:: off into a_siarkner.s: , ceri that freedom and libeitgrai•••
115
rvations. She sai:1 riit
wa,:t k
thes::
fklitint: INGriti 1.7.a. II
1.,:k .,., ocr ei,i.ir„. tho po,t,„..,0. pro.,_ , 'corn whence few ircturn. Forget v...orth havifig anti worth &fen,:
i!!•imuctiiirig tlw other . night,: I t
tr, t _ think only of your .iiig, and who will fight mod
tht,se thiai,:
e
I thotigh, winch is sa simple—ani perii ..-, Titer:, :ire, cbviously, ;•,-. •_
soil sit
i rifice for them. It sorely net,'
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.
true—that it bears repeating. I eral Cline.; which we -11111st ( .i. i awn P'''n'll'
.r )o
.
you thrik you could has'
f.;ot to jinliten our._
We were talking about Santa rirst,
ordinary
sir
if
you
were
an
•
f.
•
Terriffic
imwhat
a
on
a
S'apa
'17elts
and
get
ourselVes.
Claus,
and
"4r ..•
cc'
on as-you-k_poliey. If- that means working van? Do you boar
pad the jolly old gent has
AiSkes
of many Russians-owning 'their own
year-olds--, any three-year- confiscating 90
per cent
if three,
cars?
Do
you
think
you
could
And we were comparing that evcryon'e income—well, it means
lighter
V with the somewhat sorry state of confiscating income. Remember, t own your own home, your own I
THE
Li the world at large. At this point,!`during Wild War II, the wealthy farm, if it's any size at all? Do
"Ti,
m- you think, any of you busineSS'The 'world sure does British didn t just pay an
Suzie
men,
that
you'd
be
allowed
to
e need a Santa Claus!" To which !come tax — they also were
aswe can only
echo—doesn't it, sassed a tax on their principal. In run your business for your own
IRONER
*. thoygh!
government profit and that of your stocki other words, the
0
Most of us woufd be
RADIO CENTER
or didn't just take part or most of holders?
We've gone through four
V
peace on earth, what they earned — they levied lucky — simply to be allowed to
Arms:, front Telephone Office
five seasons cif
V
live. Or would we?
.
more fortunate — or
Fulton, Ky.
V good will to men without a war. on what the
113 Washington
Would we be lucky to live in BENNETT ELECTRIC
or more
g At least, no war in which our na- more hard-working
slavery? It's a question.
217
Main
Phone
201
tion was inikolved. Prior to that , saving — had accumulated — and
we had several years when crepe,!made them contribute a part of sacsmlusicussueenuttogequietatosecemecrzetscecoglicolgoteLsteascadecoursocirgli OPOPLIPKId PICOILOILIK,
instead of holly wreaths, hung , that to the British. war effort.
—
and
Freedom,
d
liberty
on too many American doors.
6•••.,
And what of the future? Do we peace — are not cheaply bought.
expensive.
face another
period of 3 or 4 They are extremely
•
blighted Christmases — Seasons Yet, would yuo have it any other
beauty way? And don't you
imagine
of brotherly love and
It which are made ugly by inan's that slavery is even more costly 4
Itnagine
what
avarice?
than freedoms?
It Lloyd's of London thinks it's a could-would-happen to our nat-:
A
A 50 to I bet that there will be no tion if Russia should defeat us V
R
0
world war before next Septem- in a military contest. Go on, face
It
'3er, and Lloyd's hasn't
become up to it.
P
Forget the
thousands — the V
'he wealthy organizations it is by
making bad
bets. This
time, hundreds od thousands — of men
hough, maybe Lloyd's is.doing and women who would be liquidI iome wishful thinking. It would ated—who would face up to firA
I iepend to a very great extent on ing squads and be dumped unSffA
ceremoniously
into
vhat's
mass
graves.
their
definittion
of
a
I
Forget the loss Of your right to 0
world war.
Main Street
Fulton 1 By this time next year, it's posg
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MIMIC111111111COMPIMAISKSIMOLOCSIESIMMAC AM=AC ViCAMICISCSWAtZICSit :ible that not a single American
_
weapon will be pointed at an
PKOKIMPOPPICACIIIIMEMPIEAMOLVICIKIPIEMILIKIN
AC AC AIMPaltiCAMC=M. enemy. It may be that we will ,•••
NOT be at war with Red China
and Soviet Russia. But, whether
8°YSI
—
we are In a shooting war, a cold
war or another troubled peace,
we are going to have every domestic evidence of full scale war. Senator LEBLANC
Whoever you are, whatever you
cordially invites
lo for a living, wherever you
all of you to come
nake your home, whether you're
angle or married, hae no chilto his great
1 31
lren, a lot of youn children, or
itrown children, you are going to
1;1
war-scale
'eel the impact of a
feel,
you'll
nobilization
—
4
trongly, what the British have
Just how •
14Iabed "austerity."
lusters can we get!
more ausWell, considerablat
tere than during World War II
'or one thing. We still drove our
and
'ars, could buy 'clotting
We want to say, with
:hoes, had enough to eat, and had
-11 the amusement to which we
deepest sincerity,
lad become accustomed. We can
io with less to eat. Without gasoa very happy
patch our
can
line. And we
-lothes if new ones are not availholiday
LOOk tit this exciting:
ible—which they may not be.
Somewhere along the line beOtertaininent-;
to you.
ween 1945 and 1950, we, as a nag
!ion, squandered vast quantities
otir wealth. Some of it went to
'
HOPALONG
CASSIDY
iuild a dike to prevent the dread- 4
FIRST-RUN WESTERN
police
,c1 flood of Soviet-type,
tate communism from sweeping
V
WOODY WOODPECKER
ver the world.
COMEDY
0
A lot more went to feed hungry ptS
)eople. Some of it—much of it- r:4
s
GIFTS FOR EVERY
-vas used to maintain a military
CHILD
stablishment which, when it was
-ailed on in time of emergency,
217 Main Street
`tuned out to be a hollow shell.
somebody owes us an explanation
'or some of this.
There is one ugly fact which,
o my knowledge yet has facea
ip to. As a nation we are dissipa• 4-0,
SAFETY — SERVICE — SATISFACTION
FRI. DEC. 22
'ing our resources at an alarming
. TIME: 10:00 A. M.
rate. Yet, although we are using
Member F. D. I. C.
'PLACE:
PLACE:
324 Walnut Street
°
• oge
,
g )ur resources lavishly, we conORPHEUM THEATRE
* inue year after year to plunge
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1950

oWe hope that peace will

dwell in all the homes of our town.

BENNETT ELECTRIC

ADMISSION:
Only ONE HADACOL
BOX TOP per person!

and

FULTON BANK

SPORT CENTER

if it's cold weather that makes Christmas....then there's always a

in our big storeroom at the

FULTON ICE Co.
MRS. R. H. WADE
t-•

BOB WHITE

FRANK BEADLES

•

C. C.PARKER

.

Funeral services for Charles
Cleveland Parker, 66, retired
Metropolitan Insurance agent,.
etterfe/%1
who died Monday night at Haws,
Hospital, were conducted at 11 i
by Jean Allen
o'clock Wednesday morning at r
the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church with the Rev. Cayce PenTHE CRANBERRY SEASON
tecost of Dresden and Rev. A. B.
Ross of Union City officiating.
Imagine climbing aboard a minBurial %VIM in Fairview with I iature train and riding off through
Bowlin-Riggs of Dresden' in the cranberry bogs of Massachucharge.
Witt 8001 TO Teli BOOS/
The body remained at the
Hornbeak Funeral Home Chapel
until the services.
Mi. Parker was a member of
the Primitive Baptist Chiirch and
held his membership at Sandy
Branch. He belonged to Fulton setts. For those who hive never
seen such a sight it is a real surElks Lodge 1142.
Survivors are: two sons, M. L. prise to find the little fields quite
Parker of Paducah and Jack dry with no swamp in view.
Parker of St. Petersburg, Fla.,
Sparkling Cranberries
five grandchildren and three sisFor weeks the workers have
ters, Mrs. Claud Williams, Mrs. been out in the bogs with cranPearl Thacker and Mrs. Laura berry scoops that are used to
Thacker both of Fulton. Hi wife, separate the berries from the litMrs. Sallie Snow Parker, pre- tie bushes. Now the sparkling red
cranberries are packaged and
ceded him in death in 1944.
ready to be used in your favorite
Honorary pallbearers were all cocktail, salad, relish or dessert.
members of the Fulton Elks
Collector's Salad
Lodge, and active pallbearers
1 pound craw.
were: Jim Cardwell. Leonard
berries
1/Z%
Ridgeway, Jones Dickerson, Wil2 large unpared
lie Homra, Bennett Wheeler, John
apples
Thomas, Marvin Owen and Roy
1 large unpeeled
Fields.
orange
2 cups sugar
cup Malaga
His heart was as great as the
grapes
,
world, but there was no room. in
% cup nut meats
it to hold the Memory of a wrong.
Grind cranberries, apples and
—EMerson.
orange coarsely. Add sugar and
stir until dissolved. Cut grapes
in half and remove seeds. Add
grapes and nuts. Chill and serve
as salad or relish.
,Yield: 6 cups.
Make the whole recipe and
store the unused portion in a
sterilized fruit jar in the refrigerator. It will keep for several
weeks.

F

. . . the letters start. Them
many readers of THE CHRIS.
TIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
tell the Editor how much they
enjoy this daily world-wide
newspaper, with such cornments as:
"The Monitor ii the most
carefully edited newspaper in the U. S. . ."
**Valuable aid in teachIniel;is. that is complete
and fair
"The Monitor surely is a
reader's necessity . . ."
You, too, will find the Monitor
informative, with
complete
world news . '. and its nece.
eery as your HOME TOWN
paper.
Use this coupon for a Special
Introductory subscription — 3
MONTHS FOR ONLY 83. '
nem.
•

OM.

••=.

U•I•7 j1111.117111i;

To fluidise &demote Meehey
Ors, Neeway 8.., Beds. IS. Mass., U.S. A.
ea
suburbs.
lied le The atridisesinlredisdely
75 lames. I widow 83. Semmes 5emierWeeso
beldress)
(Aryl

Merl

friar

!bone 476 for Job hinting

useful gifts were given most of
them being hand made by
the
members.

OMI rage t —
CLOSED CHRISTMAS

Mrs. Leslie Nugent, recreation
leader, had a written contest for
The Division of State Parks toher game. Each member was to
write down "Nuts to Crack" as day announced that My Old KenMrs: Nugent asked a question a- tucky Home at Bardstown would
be closed on both Christmas and
bout each one.
New Year's day. It is an annual
Mrs. Robert Thompson
and custom to close the famous shrine
Mrs. Glyn Bard gave the lesson, on these two days, the only days
"Winter Bouquets." One point to during the year when the doors
remember in making bouquets is are closed to the public.
"the container is most importIt was necessary, however, to
ant," said Mrs. Thompson. She also stated that to retain the color close the home last January for
of flowers you gather them
in complete restoration, remodeling
and renovation work on the inbloom anddry in dark places.
terior and the exterior of the
Some of the many things men- building. Down through the years
tioned for winter bouquets were: since the State accepted the propgrasses of all kinds, sweet gum, arty in 1922, maintenance had
bitter sweet and privet. Gather. been seriously .neglected and
bitter sweet in July and hang up structural defects in the building
side down in sack and let it dry. itself, brought on by old age, had
In the absence of Mrs. Bertha developed. Everything possible
Nugent, •landscape leader, ,notes was done to restore the charm
were given by
Mrs.
Charles that Stephen Collins Foster found
Wright. Mrs. P. F. King, president, gave a report of the advisory council.

r uiwzx

IN

— r 1-16aj, LFi5,, daao, awl/

so inspiring. The work was par- Restoration by Congress of funds
tially completed and the shrine owed the University but prewas re-opened to the public in
viously withheld by the Veterans
May.
I Administration made the increase
The official rededication cere- j possible. Had the V. A. funds,
mony was held on July 4th. This
amounting to between $350,000
was one of the main events of
"My Old Kentucky Homecoming and $400,000 not been withheld,
the pay increase would have been
. . . 195137" Visitors, have expressrecommended socner, according
ed hearty approval of the restorto Ul K. President H. L. Donovan.
ation, remodeling and redecorating of the State's most famous
shrine which ,symbolizes the romantic past of Kentucky.

Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Veterinary Service

UK EMPLOYEES GET
SALARY INCREASE
All full-time employees of the
University of Kentucky last week
received a seven and one-half
per cent cost-of-living salary increase, retroactive to December 1.
Campus laborers at the same time
received pay boosts ranging from
four to twelve cents an hour.

Phone 807-R
or Call 70

Graduate

Veterinarian

Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.

)01) Co/417010Ni r

"How Christmas is Celebrated
in Puerto Rico" was told by Mrs.
Gussie Browder, reading chairman.
The club decided to have the
Family Night Dinner December
29. Mrs. M. R. Jeffries and Mrs.
Robert Thompson were appointed
decorating committee, Mrs. Glyn
Bard, Mrs. William McClanahan,
Mrs. Harold Pewitt game committee.
The
committee:
Food
Mrs. Roy Bard, Mrs. Louis Thompson and Mrs. Leslie
Nugent.
They planned
the meal
and
grouped the families.
A pot luck lunch was served at
noon with Mrs. John Verhine,
Mrs. William McClanahan and
Mrs. Hillman Collier hostesses.

gov giotaay giting and &feria;ooio19!
When good companionship is the order of the
day bring along Bond & Lillard! Celebrate
this Christmas with the 93 proof Kentucky favorite that is celebrating its 81st Christmas!

"Uniformly Fine
Since 1869"

To Make Jellied Salad
Add three cups of this cranberry mixture to one package
lemon gelatin dissolved in one
cup boiling water. Pour into salad
molds and chill until firm. Serve
Vs crisp lettuce.
This will make 8 to 10 salads
depending upon the size of the
molds you use.

4.

Clip and File

Our heartiest

Gates V-Belts
for your workshop

KENTUCKY WHISKEY
—A BLEND

BENNETT ELECTRIC

Since this recipe is sure to be a
repeater you will
want to clip it
for your collection.

good wishes

See as for

217 Main

NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORPORATION, NEW YORK, N.Y. • 65% GRAIN
NEUTRAL SPIRITS

Phone 201

Faith/telly
agZhl,
ROW t 1000 1041160Ali0ACiNCSlSSti. Pee '

for your
Yuletide joy.

SOCIETY

1950

PALESTINE HOMEMAKERS
HAVE ALL DAY MEETING
ON FRIDAY, DECEMBER 15

:Boaz and Hester:
GROCERIES and PRODUCE
1
1 Phone 147

Main Street

Fulton, Ky. it
A
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Twenty-six members and one
visitor, Mrs. LeRoy Beard of the
Palestine Homemakers met Friday, December 15 at the
club
house at 10:30 a. m. for the regular meeting and Christmas tree.

The club was beautifully decorated with the Christmas theme.
Mrs. Harold
Pewitt led the
group in singing "Jigle Bells" after which gifts were exchanged
among the group. Many nice and

lbw heavy duty shomplosi... the new F-3 for 11.
In postwar years, truck users Mom bought mow
/
2-Lon held'
F-3's than any other truck to the 11

Ms famous ILI Pichwp . . . with new features for '51
such as the steering column gearshift' New malady*
modern front end makes Ford um stria LIM/06111.

`ifiRUCIa

KEVY

POWERPILOT

ECONOMY

FEATURE

A sprightly,
I

gay Christmas
II-, to you;

V

May Santa's
packages

tt

hold peace,
joy and
health.r-

FOR 1951, more than ever, coon- asoy-vrise truck buyers are going
W follow the trend to Ford!
New Ford Trucks for '51 give
you step-ahead engineering advantages, such as America's only
truck choice of V-8 or Six . . . a
choice of over 180 models—from
95-h.p. Pickups to I45-h.p. Big
Jobs—to fit your hauling job
better ... strength reserves that
make Ford Trucks last longer.
You'll find these new features
in engines, clutch. transmissions,
axles, wheels, cabs, Pickup body
—wherever there have been opportunities to make Ford Trucks
do a better job for you, for less
money!

Ford's POWER PILOT is
especially important to you. No
matter what kind of truck duty
you are interested in, the Power
Pilot is a PROVEN money-saver,
on every hauling job.
Driver comfort, do,gets plenty
of attention in new-styled Ford
Trucks for '51. The new optional
5-STAR EXTRA Cab features
foam rubber seat padding, glass
wool roof insulation, automatic
dome light and many other comfort extras, at only slight additional cost.
And only Ford gives you a
power choice of V-8 or Six . . .
four great engines! Over 180
models. Come in and get ALL
the facts.

k See effl today/

•

H.. Ford Truck

Power Pilot is a simpler, fay-prove* wept
of getting Hi. most power from th. Amor gas.

It automatically meters and fires the right amount of gas, m
precisely the right instant, to match constantly changing
speed, load and power requirements.
Unlike conventional systems, the Power Pilot uses only
one control instead of two, yet is designed to synchronize
firing twice as accurately.
You can use regular gas . . . you get no-knock performance. Only Ford in the low-price field gives you Power
Pilot Economy!

Ford &voting coo,
40

FORD TRUCKS
LAST LONGER

_

Using fol•if roighhalke
data on 6,591,000
trucks, lifn insurone•
wiper's prow. Ford
Trunks lost longed
Ina•

hi' DADE FURNITURE CO,
V

t

i

Walnut Street

FRY'S JEWELRY
NI Tel. 916

Main St

mmasmomommwmwommmnimmmmmmmaimm MMMMM moinnlayesszvnimplumnIsmmn

J. V. CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway

Phone 42
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THESE WOMEN!

Interests

FOR WOMEN
SOCIETY

—4--

CLUBS

—4--

HOME NEWS

Phone 926
LOYAL CRUSA6ERS
HAVE XMAS PARTY
WITH MRS. HOMRA
The Loyal Crusaders
First ethodist
Church

d'Alessio

strated the construction and ar- mas Tree. The
group sang "Sil- Jones, Jr., Mrs. Clyde Williams,
rangement of beautiful Christmas 1 ent Night
" and "Oh Come All Ye Mrs. J. A. Poe, Miss Andy Debouquets from plants that grow i Faithful"
then Banta made his ap- Myer, Mrs. Morgan Omar, Miss
in our own fields and gardens, pearance
much to the delight of Helen King, Mrs. ,Joe Trees
and
whYat heads, corn fodder, sweet the youngs
ters and distributed Mrs. Thomas Mahan.
gum balls, brome sage and okra gifts that
had been placed under
pods cut at the right time and the tree.
MRS. RACHEL
treated prcperly will make
a
wonderful arrangement for .any
The club will meet next month HOSTESS TO
room.
with Mrs. Herman Roberts with BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs.' Ernest Carver, co-hostess.
Mrs. Gerald Rachel was graThese bouquets are shown to
cious htstess to her bridge club
a better advantages when placed THUR
SDAY NIGHT CLUB
at her home in the Covington Adin wooden
containers.
Dyed ENJOYS XMAS PART
dition last Thursday evening.
Y
gourds are attractive and help IN
SMITH'S ROSE ROOM
Mrs. Eunice Seath was a guest
complete the. flower arrangement.
Members of the Thursday night to the club.
High score prize was awarded
bridge club had their annual
Mrs. Cecil Burnett, president, Christ
mas dinner party last Miss Adolphus Latta with Mrs.
gave a report of the
advisory Thursday evening in the
Rose Joe Fly winning the bridge bingo.
council. Mrs. Harold
Copeland Room at Smith's Cafe.
The hostess served sandwiches
was elected pdhianent representPlaces for fourteen were laid and Coca-Colas to the following
ative to the County' Extension with
each guest's place being players: Mesdames Eula MulAdvisory Council.
marked with a Christmas place ford, -Joe Fly, Ardell Sams and
Twenty-eight members and one card.
Misses Latta, Mary Anderson and
visitor, Mrs. Alvis Jones„
who
Following a delicious turkey Tommy Nell Gates.
joined the club, enjoyed a bountidinner the guests were invited to
ful Christmas dinner.
the home of Mrs. J. A. Poe where Phone 470 for Job Printing
Mrs. E. E. Mount will be the
gifts were exchanged.
delegate to Farm
and
Home
The guest list
included one
Week in Lexington.
RUPTURE
visitor, Miss Almeda Huddleston,
Sensational New Invention
Mrs. Jenkins read the reply to of San Francisco, and
the followSutherland's "MD" Truss
a letter written by a little eight ing
members:
Mrs. Stanley
No Belts- No Straps- No Odors
year old girl asking if there is a Jones, Mrs. Vyron
Mitchell, Mrs.
-Santa Claus.-.Mrs. L. A. Clifton Fred Homra, Miss
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Mary .Homra,
gave the story of the First Christ- Miss Ann Godfrey,
408 Lake SL
Phones 70, 428
Mrs J.
L.

enjoyed a Christmas party and
spaghetti supper Monday night
with 15 members and three visiof the tors present, at the home of Mrs.
WSCS Fred Homra on Norman Street
with Mrs. Vyron Mitchell cohostess.
The supper was served buffet
style from a beautifully appointed table overlaid with a lace cloth
and centered with a miniature
Christmas tree with multi-colored
tree ornaments. Individual tables
where the guests were seated
held lighted candles encircled
with greenery and ornaments as
a centerpiece.
Games' and contests were enjoyed with Miss Dorothy Newton
winning the prize.
Members present were: Mes"I never knew fishin
dames Garland Merryman, Joe
g could be so much fun, Harold!"
Treas, Guy Fry, Edward Bene"There goes the phone! I just know
it's some quiz
dict, Morgan Omar and Misses
show calling!!
Virginia Brady, Kathleen and
LOVELINESS SPECIAL
Alene Rust, Dorothy Newton,
your favorite perfume in
Marjorie Puckett, Winnie Bow- cham,
Mrs. Bobby Lynch and Chris
ha, Mary Zou Allen and Bertie Mrs.
tmas dinner and party.
PURSE FLACON
Sonny Puckett.
During the evening games were
Sue Meacham and the hostesses.
Value $1.50
Mrs. Tress and Mrs. Benedict
enjoyed and gifts. exchanged.
Visitors were Mrs. Randall Bur- were
packed with
in charge of the menu and
Those attending were: Mrs.
'BOND STREET'
Misses Bowlin and Allen planEdward Pugh, Mrs. Russell Rudd,
ned the entertainment.
TOILET WATER
. $1.65
Mrs. Otis Bizzle, Mrs. Donald
Cherry,.Mrs. William Scott,,Mrs.
LOVELY YOUNG BRIDE
$100
Donald Baker, Mrs. Lewis FerENTERTAINED WITH
both for Au
rell, rs.
Ardell
Sams, Mrs.
SHOWER AND PARTY
tait
Walter Voelpel,
Mrs. James
Yee,
lot Por00 re mated me Lne10.1 6.1
A lovely pre-nuptial shower Meacham, Mrs. Edgar Provine,
Creomulsion relieves promptly because
AA.. ontA.,
it.goes right to the seat of the trouble and party was given the forme Mrs. Howard Shaw, Mrs. Joe Enjoy good radio reimpart.d and eloweaK mayel/ma.
r
to help loosen and expel germ laden Miss Emma Ruth
Cavender, who Cochran, Mrs. J. U. McKendree, ception these cold winphlegm and aid nature to soothe and was
marrie
d
to
Kenne
th
Mere- Mrs. Earl Collins, Mrs. Charles ter even
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
ing of the next
membranes. Guaranteed to please you dith of Louisville Wednesday at Looney, Mrs. Howard Adams,
or money refunded. Creomulsion has the First Methodist Church, Mon- Mrs. Sterling Bennett, Mrs. James three months. Let our
stood the test of millions of users.
day evening by Misses Sue Jewell Warren, Mrs. Charles Walker, expert
service departand Jane Shelby at the Jewel Mrs. Russell Johnson, Mrs. James
Phone 70 12S
l
Fulton
replace faulty
Green, Mrs. Mary Hughes Wat- ment
home on Carr Street.
, ASK YOUR
adirres Coughs. Chest Colds. Acute Bromailtil
l
The bride chose a model of gold son, Misses Willette Cook, Mary parts and restore your
wool jersey with wine accessories Moss Hales and Nelle Mooney- set to
FULTON
first-class condifrom her trousseau. The hostesses ham.
tion.
presented her with a corsage of
MERCHANT
ONE OF KENTUCKY'S TRADITIONS garden
ias.
VICTORY HOMEMAKERS
PROMPT ATTENTION!
ENJOY
FOR THE
Games and -contests were en- WITH XMAS PARTY
PHONE 481
MRS. JENKINS
joyed during the evening with all
DETAILS
the prize winners presenting their
The Christmas meeting of the
gifts to the guest of honor.
Victory Homemakers Club
was
Late in The evening the host- held Tuesday, December 19 in
And Tire Company
the
esses served delicious ice cream home of Mrs. Ernest Jenkins
with
• PHONE 401 •
and cake, the refreshments carry- Mrs. Harold Copeland co-hostes
s.
Traditional Kentucky baking for
ing out the bridal motif.
Mrs. E. E. Mount, major projec
t 205 Commercial Ave.
Christmas is not a matter of
The guest list included: the leader, explained and demon
single afternoon; but an occupaguest-of honor, Mrs. Billie Partion for at least a solid week.
rish. Mr,. Billy Joe King, Mrs.
•
You don't open a can for pumptOssszweridgustrzut.csiszassicSI:sitstmssi
zsicatzlimisgssrLestmarratricsIgggSssmaiSsItaus.
kin,or cocoanut. You operate on
Gene Smith, Mrs. LeRoy Beard, it
:stetntsrssicassgszslmilKsetsgsgsgsltstsusssicsg
rzamri
the entire pumpkin, crack the
czuszn
sltfigillim
awszsi
tiscssficssfsgs4ssaruricricaturixtegSitaCsvistsg
Ms
Thoma
51
s
Vowel
l
ILs
s Jackie
szrzsasszostsgegstA:ncncsitissintegsisilisitsini
4
cocoanut, drain the milk, pry off
tssios
sgilit
ismsKe
tilgat
Bard,
illS
!IN
Miss
Barba
ra
Roberts, Mrs. 1,
the bits of cocoanut meat and
Grace Cavender, Mrs. Claude ;
bark your knuckles on the grater.
But the food is tastier for the
Shelby, Mrs. Leland Jewell and
111
labor, and Kentuckians cheerthe hostesses.
fully tackle this traditional chore
Those
sendid
g
gifts
were:
Miss
in honor of the Christmas season.
Marilee Beadles, Mrs. Stanley
Yes,and beer is a tradition
Parham, Mrs. Carl Puckett, Jr.,
In Kentucky, too!
Mrs. Jack Moore and Miss Shirley Maxwell.
Like Christmas baking, BEER
BELONGS in Kentucky. When
holidays arrive, Kentuckians are
LOTI7E MOON
ready with the keynote of hospiCIRCLE HAS
Why—brimming glasses of bur
XMAS PARTY
...-tbe beverage of moderation.
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
Copyright 1950, Kentucky Division, U. S. Brewers Founda
First Baptist Church met Montion
1523 Heyburn Building • Lewisville, Kentucky
day evening in the Rose Room at
•
Smith's Cafe for its annual
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GET YOUR SHARE1
OF FULTON'S

Beware Coughs

From Common Colds
That HANG ON

GENEROSITY

CITY DRUG CO.

CREOMUUSION

4

Christmas
Baking

CITY ELECTRIC

I

TRADE IN FULTON: IT PAYS

I

To all the good

greetings

people of our town
we wish the sum

AND
THANKS
FOR PAST
FAVORS.
1
9
5
.1==s— 1

Kai/1)141 P.keI4
„,,1 eze4

II have to look d
d
when
rm out deliverin' gifts to
folks for
Christmas, birt almost every
other
day I wear thos• comfortable,
tough.
wearing Happy Jack
dungar••s.
They feel better and wear
nearly
twice as long as any
others rm.
found. Plenty of other
folks wear
lem, too, including all
my helpers
and people oll over
America. For
putterin' around in my
workshop or
taking care of my
reindeer, rme
found you just can't beat
Happy Jack
dungarees for men. Women
wear 'am
too, only theirs are
coiled Happy
Jill. You con get Happy
Jock and
Happy Jill dungarees
in slams
•verywhere.

of all happiness.

Let us share the
joy of the season
without stint.

HAPPY JILL
for women & girls

HAPPY JACK
for men & boys

;Wit

,SHINGTON MFQ. CO.
NASHVH.I.E,4TENNESSSELF
0110 makers of

WASIIING10.N DE -CIE WORN GARMOTS
.Liste'n'to .- And'y and Judyover WlAC
6,.eo A' AA Cut qui) So.

1'10 On Your Dial

HENRY I. SIEGEL COMPANY
AND EVIPLOYEES
FULTON, KY.
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FRIDAY - SATURDAY
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Cartoon — Plus Comedy
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IFS TIIE GREAT BIG MUSICAL SHOW g
ft THAT SINGS okOsilf
FOR ITSELF! BING OISON
MIES COBURN
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Mrs. J. C McAlister and Mrs. devout adoration of those tiny I
Harold Puckett shopped in Ful- hands—hands which shaped the I
ton Friday afternoon.
mountains and set the moon in
Louis BOLZ went to Memphis her place, now reaching helplessSunday for a check-up at the ly for Mary's face; those
lips,
hospital
where he is receiving which pronounced the words for
Creation, now tiny and blue with
treatment for a broken ar.rn.
Rev. and Mrs. W. B. Bishop and cold.
Is it any wonder that today we
June shopped in Mayfield Thursraise our voices with angels and
day.
Word was received here tha archangels? Today our
Christ
was born. Today our Saviour appeared. Glory be to God inrthe
highest, and on earth, peace to
men of good will!
"Come and behold Him, born
—See—
the King of Angels."
No, we
T. H. "Tom" Cowden must do more than behold. We
Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn must ADORE our God Who is enthroned now in the manger.

I

MAUREEN O'HARA • 101M PAYNE
As MU PRP El

GIFT IDEAS
FOR EVERY MEMBER OF THE FAMILY
SELECT NOW!LOOK OVER THESE GIFT IDEAS!
FOR HER:

11

Electric Percolators
Automatic Pop-Up Toasters
Combination Toaster and Waffle Makers,
Electric Clocks
Mantle, etc.

for

4-4
41r
•
-

Kitchen,

IF:

Small Radios for the Kitchen
or Bedroom.
Boudoir Lamps
Table Lamps
Pressure Cookers
Single or Double-Burner Hotplates.
Automatic Irons

Wednesday - Thursday

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alfred
Wheeler of Brevand,
N. C., visited Monday with his Harley Newton, who
is a patient
aunt, Mrs. M. E. Aydelotte and in Barnes Hospital in
St. Louis, is
Stella.
improving. We wish for him
a
speedy recovery.
Willard and Leon Gossum
of
Wing() spent Sunday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Stokes
with their brother, Mr. and Mrs. and daughter
Berea, Ky., are
Robert Gossum.
here for the holidays with
her
Charlie I
Miss June Bishop spent Sunday parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Perry,
with Miss Carolyn Collier
of
near Fulton.
Mrs. Glenn Puckett spent FriMiss Hula Mae Cooley of Pa- day with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Hopkins of Fulgham.
ducah, Mr. and
Mrs: Edward
Mi.. and Mrs. Lee Duke spent
Murphy of Fulgham spent Sunday with their mother, Mrs. Carl Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Gossum.
Cooley.

Mrs. Buster Bradley and son,
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Ingrum of
Jerry, arrived at
their
home
Clinton visited
Saturday night Monday
night after spending the
with Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Puckpast ten days with her parents,
ett.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hayden in
The play party
sponsored by St. Louis.
the American
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Dunn left
Legion Saturday
night was well attended and en- Tuesday for Lansing, Mich., to
spend the
joyed by all.
holidays with their
son, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Dunn and
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Harris family.
and family had a narrow escape
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
of serious injuries Saturday af- Will
Puckett were: Mr. and Mrs.
ternoon when
their car
was Harold
Puckett and daughter,
struck by a large truck on High- Melanie
, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Mcway 45. All members were
dis- Alister.
missed from the hospital Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Puckett
and are much improved at this and Odell
Puckett attended serviwriting.
ces at Bayoude Chein
Church
Mr. and Mrs. ETarry Hunt Gos- Sunday morning.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Wilson
sum and family spent
Sunday
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. visted Sunday night with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lila
Bradley
.
L. D. Nanney of Fulton.
Mrs. Will Puckett and Odell
SERMONETTE
shopped in Mayfield
Thursday
(Continued from Page Two)
afternoon.

Sunday — Monday — Tuesday
The Fulton Theatre Wishes
you - - "Mr. Music" Assures you - - A VERY MERRY CHRI
STMAS

V
V

The Fulton News,
Friday, Dec. 22, 1950
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TWO BIG HITS
4
4
V
g

WATER VALLEY

MWMERN

Dormyer or
Mixers

Sunbeam

Food

Dinnerware Sets
Silveri rare Sets

FOR HIM:
AviNk";

Ns
-1k

(17471

Remington "Foursome"
tric Shavers

Elec-

Gem Microinatic Razors

FHA LOANS

4g,

Gillette "Super-Speed"onepiece Razor

iS\)

- t•'

9

Segal One-Piece Razor
Travel Comb and Brash Sets
Flashlights

=Chevrolet

AMERICA'S LARGEST AND FINEST LOW-PR
ICED CAR!

Pipes
Cigarette Lighters
Cigarette Cases
Pocket Knives
Pocketbooks

FOR THE KIDDIES:
•

Electric Trains
Mechanical Trains

0001"2"-smr

Daisy Air Rifles
Wagons

11!VIII/Sa

Scooters

/10"
1
A
•-

Scout Knives
, .

Wheelbarrows
•••

.444.•'

•

4

Red Rocking Chairs
Tiny Living Room Suites
Odd Chairs

•41t.

irt

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE ON RECORDS
4

POPULAR:
n.s.oriN•re Stylelin•e. lux• 2.Door S•don

PLUS TIME-PROVED

POWER

e&

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION'
-proved by more than a billion miles of performance
In the hands of hundreds of thousands of owners.

An the Things you wantaN THE NEWEST NEW CAR FOR 151!
Choose Chevrolet and you'll own the newest new car
for '51 . . . the car that is refreshingly new, inside and
out . . . with that longer, lower, wider "luxury look"
which stamps it as most beautiful in its field.
You'll own the only car that offers you your choke of the
finest, time-proved no-shift driving* or standard driving,
at lowest cost.
You'll own the car that gives the top-flight combination
of thrifty Valve-in-Head engine performance, riding-comfort and safety.
Come in . . . see and drive Chevrolet for
America's largest and finest low-priced cowl

'51 .

I. The Thing

1. I'm Movin' On
Snow)

(Hank

2. harbor Lights

2. Love Bug
Arnold)

(Eddie

3. Tennessee Waltz
4. Nevertheless
5. A Bushel and a Peck
6. All My Love

AMINHCAN BTALTTY DESIGN -Brilliant
new styling . . . featuring entirely
new grille, fender moldings and rearend design ... imparting that longer,
lower, wider, big-car look which distinguishes Chevrolet products.
AMERICA-PREFERRED BODIES BY FISHER
—With new and even more strikingly
beautiful lines, contours and colors
... with extra sturdy Fisher Unistecl
construction .. Curved Windshield
and Panoramic Visibility.
MODERN-MODE INTERIORS—With upholstery and appointments of outstanding quality, in beautiful twotone color harmonies . . and with
extra generous seating room for
driver and all passengers.

MORE POWERFUL JUMBO-DRUM BRAKES
(with Dubl-Lif• fireless brak• IinIngI—
Largest brakes in low-price field ...
with both brake shoes on each wheel
self-energizing ... giving maximum
stopping-power with up to 25% less
driver effort.
SAFETY-SIGHT INSTRUMENT PANEL—
Safer, more efficient
. with overhanging upper crown to eliminate
reflections in windshield from instrument lights . . . and plain, easy-toread instruments in front of driver.
IMPROVED CENTRR-POINT STEERING
fond C•nt•r-Point DesIgnl—Making
steering even easier at low speeds
and while parking ... just as Chevrolet's famous Knee-Action Ride is
comfortable beyond comparison in
Its price range.

*Optional on De Luxe models at extra cost.

MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CARI
:4(MMICIMTWB:414,
44::.

7. Thinking of tou
8. Rudolph the red-nosed
reindeer
9. Frosty the Showman
10. My Heart Cries for you

110 LAKE STREET

PHONE 38

Itch

3 Moaning the Blue (Hank
Williams)
4. If you've got the money.
I've got the time (L.
Frizzell)
5. Golden Rocket (Hank

Snow)
6. Remember Me (Stuart
Hamblen)
7. I'll never be free (Fitzgerald-Jordan)
8. Frosty the Snowman
9. A Bushel and a Peck
10. I Love you a thousand
ways.

14 - HOUR SERVICE
RADIO

REPAIR
In today - - out tomorrow!
Complete line of
TUBES,
PARTS,
etc.
All work guaranteed

FULTON ELECTRIC
FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

CITY MOTOR COMPANY

HILBILLY:

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, K v

New location .... 217 East Fourth Street

Would You Change The Spirit

1

of
•
,tszty

<••••

:

Let The Freedoms Stay As They Are
Freedom Comes Under Attack. The reality of war has made
every American think hard about the things he's willing
to
work and fight for—and freedom leads the list!
Rut that freedom has been attacked here recently—just as
it
has been attacked in other parts of the world. One of the most
serious threats to individual freedom has been the threat of
Government-dominated Compulsory Health Insurance, falsely
presented as a new guarantee of health "security" for everybody.
The People Weigh The Facts. In the American manner, the
people studied the case for Socialized MedicineL—and the case
against it.

They found that no country on earth can surpass America's
leadershp in medical care and progress. They found that able
doctors, teachers, nurses and scientists—working in laboratories where Science, not Politics, is master—are blazing dramatic
new trails to healthier lives for Americans,and for the world.
The "Grass Roots' Signals Congress. In every community in the
Nation, people stood up to be counted on this important issue,
and gave the ever-vigilant, ever-sensitive United States Congress an unmistakable Grass Roots signal from home!
Today among the 10,000 great organizationt on militant public
record against "Compulsory Health Insurance" are:
General Federation of
Women's Clubs
American Farm
Bureau Federation
National Grange
Veterans of Foreign Wars
National Conference of
Catholic Charities
American Protestant
Hospital Association

They Found that Government domination of the people's
medical affairs under Compulsory Health Insurance means: lower
standards of medical care, higher payroll taxes, loss of incentive, damage to research, penalties for the provident, reward
s
for the improvdent.

American Legion
National Association of
Small Business Men
United States Chamber
of Commerce
National A.ssociation of
Retail Grocers
National Retail Dry
Goods Association
American Bar Association

The Voluntary Way Is The American Way
•Throughout
the Nation, free men and women working and planning together, are finding the America
n
answer to every question of medical service, care and
cost. • Hundreds of Voluntary Health Insurance
Plans are in healthy competitlon—spopsored by doctors,
insurance companies, hospitals, fraternal organiptions
—by industry, agriculture and labor. • Today in
America-70 million people already are protected by

Voluntary Health Insurance. • Throughout the Nation, families are insuring themselves against the major
costs of illness at reasonable, budget-basis prices. That's
the American way to cope with this problem. Voluntary Health Insurance takes the economic shock
out of
illness. Protect your family now. • For information,
ask your doctor—or your insurance man.

Holiday Greetings to the Freedom-Loving People of Fulton County
From The
FRIENDS OF THE FREE MEDICAL PROFESSION
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I ton, M. E. Bolin; Bob Cullum and
Miss Inez Binford.
visitors
Luncheon guests and
were: Bro. C. H. Warren, Bro.
1itt.1.-,•
Ferrell, Mrs. Ferrell and
son, Mrs. Pritchard, Mrs. Fred
Mrs. George
Patton, Mr. and
Winter, Sr., Mrs. Meeks and
Miss Catherine Humphries.
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MR. AND MRS. FIELDS
and Mrs. Hinkley, her successor. HONORED WITH,GOING
A party plate was served to AWAY PARTY SATURDAY
the following who attended: Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Fields were
Huddleston, Mrs. P. C.
Arch
Mrs.
Club
ock,
rs
Hanc
make
limented with a going-away
E.
S.
comp
Home
Mrs.
,
ett
Jones
The Benn
, party at the Derby Dining Room
Croft
in
ing
Carl
meet
Mrs.
er,
mber
Tuck
s
Dece
Juliu
a held their
n on Mrs. 0. C. Hastings, Mrs. N. D. Saturday night given by the emthe home of Mrs. B. L. Austi
Fulton A & P
mber
Dece
,
sday
Thur
t
Simpson, Mrs, W. B. Lancaster, ployees of the
Vine Stree
Elbert Store.
five
Mrs.
er,
and
Niesl
ers
Ruby
memb
Mrs.
26
14 with
Mrs. Halley, Mrs. M. E. Berry, Mrs.
Mr. Fields, manager of the lovisitors, Mrs. A. E. Clifton,
Finch, cal store for the past few years,
rd,
Ruth
Howa
Mrs.
,
Lola
nton
Erra
Mrs.
Joel
y,
Kirb
L. H.
JackJean Mrs. Clara Yates, Mrs. Chester has been transferred to
Mrs. Pel Austin and Miss
bell, son, Tenn.; and will report to that
Camp
Pearl
Mrs.
ey,
nt,
Hinkl
prese
nd,
0 Holla
H. G. store in January. This in a proThe lesson on "Winter Bou- Mrs. John Hinkley, Mrs.
Will- McClanahan, Mrs. H. A. Brown, motion for Mr. Fielda and the
Mrs.
by
given
was
"
quets
Mrs. Smith Mrs. A. U. Bowlin, Mrs. C. D. party Saturday night was to wish
iam'Holland and
the ordinary Lovelace. Three visitors, Mrs. E. him well in his new duties.
how
ing
show
n
1 0110.
Brow
he made W. Stovall, Miss Lillian Kennedy
Places for nineteen were laid
•
may
s
leave
and
s
weed
s and Mrs. Bob Kaler of Clinton.
ation
• ;
a long table where a delicious
decor
at
iful
beaut
y
reall
A into
etc.,
en dinner was served. Decpods,
chick
s,
leave
these
'how
and
orations carried out the Christpreserved to use from FRIDAY NIGHT CLUB
it may be
ated ENJOYS XMAS PARTY
mas motif.
year to year. They demonstr
M
s
arri(ngements of silvered leave IN LOVELY ROSE ROO
Jimmy Adams acted as toastit and pods as a mantle decoration
Club master following the dinner
ge
Brid
t
Nigh
ay
Frid
The
ar14 in the living
room and an
the emVirginia and on behalf of
and ,and one visitor, Miss
rangement of pine cones
Christ- ployes, expressed his appreciaal
annu
their
had
rd
Howa
in
s
by Mr. V
A branches and magnolia leave
mas party with a dinner at the tion for the fine job done nt of
it the dining room.
Smith's Cafe Fri- Fields during his manageme
at
Room
Rose
the
lunch
the Fulton store. He. presented
ng.
N After a delicious over
to Mrs. day eveni
seated at a long him with a lovely gift from the
it meeting was turned
were
ts
Gues
the
Ardell ArrimAton, who led
red with lovely Christ- employes.
s. Gifts table cente
After the dinner •games were
a group in singing and game were mas decorations and a delicious
R
tree
evening was
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Let a holiday spirit prevail, and
giver and receiver alike cherish
the happiest Christmas ever.
May the faith of the
children he strong in
your hearts.
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Gulbransen Pianos
ifullyWe are proud to display these beaut
ansesi
styled pianos to all music lovers. Gulbi
s for over
designers have been making fine piano
50 years.
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Bracelets
Necklaces
Earrings
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HORNER'S

Pins

$1.00 - $2.00
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MAKING GREAT GAINS IN MARTIN TENN.
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CANDY MAKING
"To stir or not to stir?" This is
an important rquestion gfor
stifrr
hee ot
ing at the
cooking will cause a creamy type
of candy to become grainy.
So remember — stir gently
while mixture is heating, until
all sugar crystals are dissolved.
If crystals form around sides of
Ambulance Service Day or Night
the pan, wipe them away with a
damp cloth wrapped around
a
fork. If your pan is covered until
_ Phone 10-30Phone
the boiling point is reached, these
crystals will be washed away by
Contract Funeral Ilome for and Member of
the steam. nce boiling starts, unKentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
cover the pan to permit evaporation,—but do not stir. An exception—in the case of milk mixtures, stir occasionally
during 116111111111111110gilicMae=fit WWw m sit tog su ou eRS INrum ONIVOILMISIIIIIST
boiling to avoid sticking.

- WHITNEL

Four thousand pairs of baby ithe advertising facilities of one
shoes. That is the number shipped [company for which they pay the
to various
parts of the United usual agent's commission on orStates recently by the Lucky Tott ders.
—Weakley County Press.
Shoe Co., Of Martin and formerly
located here.
COLLECTING IS GREAT FUN
This thriving little firm is own- FOR COOKIE CONNOISSEURS
ed by Mr. and Mrs. Terrell Moore
collect
Some folks
stamps,
and is providing employment for some buttons, another kind
of
some 15 local people. Mr. Moore collector is the cookie connoistold us that the firm ships shoes seur. She reveals in the joy of
every home baking and would rather
to companies in almost
state. In fact, it is easier, he said, see a round of cookies ready for
to name the states that they do the oven in her kitchen than disnot ship to.
cover a dozen
ancient golden
coins in her attic. She is proud of
We saw bills of shipment to all her cookie making skill,
ranging
the Southern
states, New Eng- all the way tSom oid-fashioned
land, the East, the Middle West, drop cookies
to frivolous merinAbout the only
and Far West.
gues. So here's
cheer for
the
states from which
orders have cookie connoisseur!
not yet been received are Wyoming and Arizona. Probably the
Bon Bon Tarts
largest individual
purchaser is
1 package
semi-sweet chocothe National Bellas Hess Co., of late..
Kansas City, a mail order con2 tablespoons shortening.
.7
cern.
1
semi-sweet chocolate
Place
t
morsels
.
and
shortening in a pint
At the present time the cornmeasuring
cup,
place in water in
pany is produeing 580 pairs , of
shoes dail y and new equipment a saucepan, or in the top of doubl. 4
..:..1,7,..• .
Air
V
. p
'
le
boiler.
Melt
over hot, not boilis being installed which will en-.:1;
ing
water,
to
prevent steam from
able this to be
stepped up to
I more than 700 pairs daily. Much condensing inside cup and preA it
of the new equipment is going vent chocolate from thickening.
A
k V
occasionally until melted. 10
for the production of a line of Stir
k
Place eight 2-inch paper baking
baby's sandals.
The firm had its beginning five cups in muffin pan. Divide equal a
years ago in a Chicago basement. amounts of chocolate among bak - Si
At that time,
Mr. Moore was ing cups. Swirl CrOmpletely aVI
working for a large shoe concern round sides and bottom of cups ;
when Mrs. Moore and he decided with back of teaspoon. Store in
to go into
business for
them- refrigerator for several hours or
A bottom.
selves. A year after getting start- in the freezing compaitment for 0
ed, the couple moved to Fulton 30 minutes. To remove paper, pull
A
of-titswhere they operated until moving around sides from left to right,
and
then
from
bottom.
to Martin a little more than
Yield:
8
V
a
heart wish
year ago. Their present payroll Bon Bon Tarts.
A
runs between
$350 and
$400
V
Egg Nog Filling
for Holiday
weekly.
1 envelope unflavored gelatine. I
Mr. Moore pointed out that the
1-4 cup cold water.
happiness.
firm is owned
entirely by him
3 eggs separated.
and his wife. They are not affiliV
1-2 cup sugar.
V
ated with any other shoe com1-8 teaspoon salt.
V
pany other than to make use of
1 1-2 cups scalded milk.
A
V
2 teaspoons your favorite flay- if
zsereoeserescrueseenrocessamons
oring or 1-2 teaspoon each vanilla d
and almond.
V
Soften gelatine in cold water.
Beat egg yolks slightly in top of it
double boiler; add 1-4 cup of suPhone 540
Fulton
200 Walnut
gar and salt. Gradually stir in 5
scalded milk. Cook, stirring constantly, over very hot water until
mixture coats a metal spoon. Add it
softened
gelatine and flavoring 0
Phones: 112 and 113
and stir until dissolved. Chill unFulton, Kentucky
til the mixture is slightly thick109101111111111101111MMIUMIMIONIMMINVIIIIIINIM
er than the consistency of an unbeaten egg white. Beat egg whites V
To Advertise In The NEWS!
until stiff, gradually beat in re- r.77RSNA AS NOM 797A7OXIIIISIONNIME
maining 1-4 cup sugar. Fold into
MIIIIMMAIMAIMMOIMMOSMMUMMWMUMMOSIMMIMIIMMemmt
custard. Spoon
into chocolate
tart shells. Decorate with a cherry, chocolate morsel, some grated chocolate or your own idea for
a holiday motif.
Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year!
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It's the season
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DUKES AUTO PARTS CO.
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for jollity. Let's

James Green and Duke Crews, Owners
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it

Phone 1231 and 910
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Let The News do your Printing Job.
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IRBY'S FASHION SHOP
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H. H. BUGG
Groceries and
Meat Market
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HOLIDAY
HAPPINESS
FILL YOUR
HOMES.
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Mrs. Elizabeth Snow — Mrs. Guy Irby
It Pays
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BON BON TARTS FOR
CHRISTMAS
(Marguerite Mickelsen)
When the Christmas oird
or
roast has been "done justice" and
the table
cleared for
dessert,
these Bon Bon Tarts with
Egg
Nog filling, served on your prettiest dessert plates or plain plates
with small lace paper doilies, will
add a fin.shing touch, both
in
taste and appeal, to your holiday
meal.
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Direct from oar heart
Art EH It for a very
Merry Christmas.
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Christmas
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CARBON MONOXIDE ,
DEADLY

to carry oxygen to the body. The'Friday, Dec. 22,1950 — The Fulton News — Page 3
and succeeded Fred M. Vinson in
.
Congress in 1938. He was reelectI amountof carbon monoxide
ed in November to the Congressthe air, the respiratory rate of:
which have not
ional seat for the eighth consecthe exposed individual and the! headache, dizziness or nausea room heaters
; BE CAREFUL!'
I ! length of exposure determine the may ()CCM% If such symptoms de- been properly vented.
utive time.
velop, the car should be slopped
Congressman
Bates said he
With the coming of winter, the time.
•
Congressman Joe B. Bates of date and because it is necessary
and the person pr persons in the
DELICIOUS DOTS
was
also
announcing
this
early
danger
of
carbon
monoxide
pois-1
Greenup became a candidate this that I return to Washington MonAlthough the danger of• warm- car should get out and sit or lie
Mix
together one half cup of
people
of
Kentucky
will
oning
is
increased
and
"so
the
several!
ing up a car motor in a closed down
-n the
. open •
week for the Governorship
of day to attend to my duties in the
.1.
otheir
condensed milk, one cup shredded
have ample time to study my per. deaths have already been report- garage has' frequently
been
Kentucky in next year's election.. Congress."
avoidable cocoanut, and one cup of crisp
of
formance and voting record
in ed.
pointed out, deaths still
result
Bates, a Democratic leader, was
Formal announcement of Bates'
Congress; my record as regards
from this practice. It is also un- deaths from carbon monoxide in- rice cereal. Drop from teaspoon
candidacy.wap made at Louisville born at a smell settlement called
Carbon
monoxide
is
particelimproperlyinstalled
gas on buttered cookie pan and bake
professional
the farmer, labor,
wise to drive without ventilation dude
Saturday
after the Republican in Knott County, in
afternoon
women, small business any dangerous.since it gives lit- in the car, particularity if the water heaters, furnaces banked in moderate oven until a delicDistrict, men and
tie
or
no
warning
of
its
presence.!
Eighth
Congressman the 7th Congressional
District
with the drafts closed and bath- ate brown.
and
industry; the
manner in
.
It is an odorless, colorless and 1 car heater is turned on. The fresh
made a flying trip from Washing- in 1893. He attended the common
air intake on the car should be HIM
1111111
ton.tasteless
gas,
which
is
formed
graduated
from
schools
there;
dabsl
my
ility a an ad.
closed, in congested traffic; other1916; ministrator; and my
Congressman Bates said he was Eastern State College in
qualifica- whenever cambuston is incom- wise, exhaust fumes from the car
plete. When breathed into
the
high hones as a citizen.
making the annotincement now taught in the rural and
ahead may be drawn in.
because "Lawrence Wetherby is schools of Greenup County for
"I invite all Kentuckians," he lungs, carbon monoxide combines
210
times
more
easily
than
oxySleepiness while driving may
now and has been for several nine years; was elected 4 terms continued, "to examine this remonths a self-announced candi- as Greenup County Court Clerk; cord through the most vital per- gen with the hemoglobin in the indicate the presence of carbon
blood, depriving it of the ability monoxide, or symptoms such as
iod of our history because it is
7/1071917.Xintilit•IIII710711M7W WM%
1114111111/111104170 712PPM XiXiWIMVPS71t
on the record I expect to conduct ACSKICIMMILINtrialkiiffitilltifillICAMOKSKillifili/SigliKINCSICIPKIKOLIgifICOKINCSI
an honorable, positive and vigor- a
g
V I ous campaign for the Governor- i
0 ;ship of Kentucky."
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JOE BATES TOSSES HAT IN RING FOR
NEXT YEAR'S BID FOR GOVERNORSHIP

CHOCOLATE JUMBLES
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all-purpose 4
2 1-2 cups sifted
flour.
1 teaspoon soda.
1-4 teaspoon salt.
4
1-2 teaspoon cinnamon.
0
1-8 teaspoon ginger.
4
1-2 cup shortening.
0
V
.
1-2 cup sugar.
1-2 cuo molasses.
1-2 cup sour milk.
I egg.
1 package semi-sweet
chocolate (bits).
_
Sift together flour, soda, salt,
and spices, and set aside. Blend V
shortening and sugar.
together
Add molasses and sour milk. Add
the egg and beat well. Stir in the 0
flour mixture.
Add semi-sweet *
chocolate. Drop by teaspoonfuls *
on greased cookie sheet. Bake in *
moderate oven (375oF.) for 15
minutes. Yield: 6 dozens.
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May your
happiness
match the
)
. brightness of
00e0 Yuletide.
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4 egg whites.
. 1 heaping cup sugar.
2 teaspoons white vinegar,
pinch of salt and flavoring.
•
*
Beat egg whites with a pinch w
•
of salt and as they become fluffy
and
beat
slowly pour in sugar
thoroughly. Add vinegar and continue beating.
Various flavoripgs'can be used:
Vanilla, Almond, or Cocoa to
taste. Drop from teaspoon, form- V
ing a swirl or peak, on greased
cookie sheet and bake in &ow
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Mr.and Mrs.!. H.Patterson
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PUCKETT & SON SERVICE STATION
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Let us be
thankful for this
land which allows
our hearts to be
worm and happy
on Christmas.
• • • ••
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PAUL NAJILING IMP CO.
314 Walnut

Fulton

HAPPrS LIQUOR STORE

Phone 16
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FORD'S LIQUOR STORE
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Richmond in Richmond, Va. He
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MURRAY DEBATES
IN CLARKSVILLE
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Prof. Calvin S. Brown of the UniV
0
versity of Georgia and Prof. Erich
Funke of the University of Iowa.
The Murray State College de- V
V
The book is dedicated to A. R.
participated in its
bate
team
0
A
DEATHS
flotitheld, professor emeritus of
first dual meet of the year Dec. V
...• 00
A
1
German at the University of Wis14 when the Murray
debaters
.1.,
Dr. Rolf K P. King, professor
consin_
met Austin
Peay college at
•90/
of German at Murray State colJ. G. COPELAND
•••,
:Clarksville, Tenn.
The debates 1
•••,
the
A
lege, has been notified by
,
•
Dr. King is a native of RochFuneral services for J. G. Cope-'were non-decision contests.
V
University of Georgia Press, Ath- ester, N. Y. He received his A. B.
klieggp-tt
Nolan Shepard, Water Valley,
of
1
ens, Ga., that a group of essays by and M_ A. degrees from the Uni- land, 76, well known citizen
the famous German philosopher- versity of Rochester and his Ph.;Cuba, who died at his home one Dick Robertson, Gadsden, Ala.;
o
Otha
Linton, Fulton; and Jack
1
Saturday
mile south of Cuba
edited by Dr_
poet Goethe as
o
D. degree at the University
of night following a year's illness, Wolfe, Philadelphia, Pa.; repre- 1
A
King will be released Dec. IS.
a
Wisconsin. During the summer of were conducted
sented
Murray
State. Prof.
J.
Monday afterThe title of the book, taken 1934 Dr_ King traveled in Europe
Albert
Tracy
is
team
coach.
noon at the Cuba Baptist Church
from one of the essays, is ••Goethe
Before coming to Murray State with Rev. R. W. Allmond officiaon Human Creativeness,"
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
at the beginning of the fall sem- ting with
Cuba
burial in the
"Christ Jesus" is the subject of 1
with Dr. King in ester, Dr. King was professor of Church of Christ cemetery under
Associated
University
of the direction of Jackson Brothers the Lesson-Sermon which will be I
the preparation of the book were German at the
I
Christian
!read in all
Science
of Dukedom.
churches
throughout the world
Mr. Copeland was a member of Ion Sunday, December 24, 1950.
the Cuba Baptist Churcn.
The Golden Text is: "Unto us a
Survivors are: his widow, Mrs. child is born, unto us a son is giv0° C°
Fannie Copeland of Cuba; five en: and the government shall be
0
sons, Eugene Copeland of Cuba, upon his shoulder." (Isa. 9:6).
Lushun and Noble Copeland of Among the citations which coin- V
AMMIEVJ
, Farmington, Bernice Copeland of prise the Lesson-Sermon is
the V
'Dukedom, Route 1, Ernest Cope- following from the Bible: "Beland of Mayfield, Route 4: four hold, the days
come, saith the
daughters, Mrs. James West
a
of Lord, that I will raise unto David I..
a
A 'Farmington. Mrs. Walter Beazley a righteous Branch, and a King
Mayfield. Mrs. Hulon Taylor shall reign and prosper, and shall
409 COLLEGE STREET
620
PHONE
, of Detroit.
execute judgment and justice in l
a
,i,tom Seed Cleaning
Custom Grinding and Mixing
1 I Sixteen grandchildren and one the earth." (Jer. 23:5).
&MALIK AMOY SK USK OK alilICIMOVIIIIIIIIIIKOKOMPLIVIVINfleatill• 70111170111.710780MIN 7101071,3111W/7/7107111.01/711•11•75
great
grandchild, also survive.
James Hester Taylor, a grandson
whose father, Nolan Taylor. lives
in Detroit, made his home with
his grandparents.

DR.KING'S ESSAYS
TO BE PUBLISHED

.,.. :
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REED BROS. Feeds and Seeds

ARNETT LESLIE BROWDER
funeral services for Arnett Leslie Browder, 62,
who died at
I Alexandria, La., last
Monday
I night, were held at the Palestine
!Church last Thursday afternoon
by Rev. Bryan Bishop with burial in Palestine cemetery under
the direction of the Whitnel Funeral Home.
Mr. Browder is the son of the
late Pies and
Mattie
Brown
Browder and was born and reared in Fulton County. He moved
from here 31 years ago and went
to Tallulah, La., then to Orange.
Texas and then back to Alexandria. La., where was living at
the time of his death.
Survivors are: a sister.
Mrs.
Frand Stroud of Fulton, Route 4,:
a brother, Walter Browder, Ful-'
ton, Route 1; a nephew, Austin
Stroud; a niece, Mrs. Lavern
Morse of Yarn Hill, Oregon and
an aunt, Mrs. Jennie Brown
of
Duncan, Okla.
Active pallbearers were: Percy
King, Cleveland Brown, Clarence
Bard, Gus Browder, Clyde Burnette and J. C. Sugg, Sr.
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a Merry
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Merry
Christmas
to you-good
Jt friends all.

4

4

0 I(
and they're from the
folks who do your
laundry that way all
through the year....
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FROM "DUTCH" OWEN AND ALL THE GANG AT

=1121111111,

StAt LIMAN TIN SHOP

0 Ii LAUNDRY
FULTON, KY.

Main and Olive Street
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portunity to see the Racers
in
action in three different gyms as
the Thoroughbreds meet Beloit at
Murray Wednesday, Texas Tech
at Owensboro Thurs., Dec. 21 and
Murray State's Thoroughbreds, go to Metropolis, Ill. Dec. 29 to renew a rivalry
with
Southern
winners of the Marshall InvitaIllinois.
tion tournament at Huntington,
Coach Dolph Stanley's BuccanWest Virginia, are making plans
to celebrate the
holidays with eers from Beloit are expected to
show
Murray fans one of the best
victories over three strong opponaggregations to invade the Carr
ents.
gym hardwood in many years.
Murray fans will have an op- The Bugs will be meeting their

fourth foe
the season and the sugar. Add eggs, one at a time, nuts and semi-sweet
chocolate.
Racers will have seven contests beating thoroughly after each adDrop by teaspoonsfuls onto greas
under their belts when the tip-off dition. Add the
flour,i baking ,
ied cookie sheet. .Bake in a modcomes.
soda, cinnamon, nutmeg and salt
Some writers have
predicted which have been sifted together. erate oven (375oF.) for 15 minuthat a possible berth in a post- Stir in the mincemeat, chopped I tes. Yield: 40 cookies.
season
tournament
might be
hinging on the game and comple- StilliCIRIMISIMIKOKIKIIKOKOMICIVIRIVIRSUSICW1141tArtlitfiCSKINKSKIKOKSHIMINfill
tion of successful seasons for the a.
two teams.
In line with a policy of bringing top-flight games to
Owensboro fans, the Owensboro Sportscenter will be the
scene of the
Murray State-Texas Tech game
411111M110111.44111.1011114111M MAIM Pi011iN4MOM Mfg WiNtillttle Alfig 41(111411111111 Thursday night,
December 21:
Former Owensboro great, J. M.
Gipe is a member of the
Murray squad and
Coach
Harlan
Hodges
hopes to let the
fans
there watch Give and the rest of
the Thorroughbreds take a victory over the Texans.
When the Thoroughbreds meet
Southern Illinois University on
a neutral floor at Metropolis, Ill.,
Dec. 29, they will be
seeking
their ninth win in a rivalry which
goes back to 1928. The two teams
have played 12 games since then
with the Racers
winning eight
contests and
Southern
taking
four.

THOROUGHBREDS TO
CELEBRATE HOLIDAYS

a

I ten0
s 950

ROCK SPRINGS
Nettie Lee Copelen
V
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Newberry
visited awhile
Thursday night
With Mr. and Mrs. Herchell Elliott and family.
A. E. Green visited his daugh- I
ter, Mrs. Elmoore
Copelen and
A family for awhile Friday
after- V
* noon.
V
A
Hubert Mullins, Lee Snow and V
Glen Ray of Greenfield spent V
Saturday morning with Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Veatch and family.
Mr. and Mrs. James
Veatch,
* Brenda, Mr. and Mrs. Herchell
Elliott shopped in Mayfield WedC nesday.
LI
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Yates of Pi!
. lot Oak, Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Gil- w
g bert of near Lynnville visited Mr.
'
and Mrs. Pressie Moore and family this weekend.

101112c
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A 1

MINCIES
W
plus
tablespoons
I sh
2ortenig.
3-4 cup firmly
packed brown
sugar.
2 gggs.
1 1-2 cups sifted all
purpose
flour.
1 1-2 teaspoons baking soda.
i 1-2 teaspoon cinnamon.
. 1-4 teaspoon nutmeg.
.
0F,
1 -4 teaspoon salt.
.1
1-2 cup prepared mincemeat.
PHONE 53
: 1-2 cup chopped nuts.
: 1 package
semi-sweet chocolate.
uninumammaitam,minim
„
num mv,„,1 ,,,„„moininwomminv,mum
; Cream together shortening and
1-4
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Christian spirit
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Join together to make
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Sincere Holiday Greet- :
a
ings from all of us at
the

I
1a

O

Moose Lodge
No. 1265 — FULTON, KENTUCKY

Officers of the Moose Lodge
ERNEST LOWE, GOVERNOR

i

.iGov.prelate
a,
rI.IrK
Lean Johns:n

The kissing branch is hanging high,
The mantel's basked with pine;

A

Ia
a

R. D. Matthews, Sec.

D. H. Williams, Past Gov.

Ellis Begvi, Treas.
Wm. Ward, Trustee

BY MATJREEN MURDOCH

And clear against the frosted pane
The Christmas candles shine.

DO

Harry J. Reeves, Trustee
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Chas. Joss, Trustee
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Let carols
proclaim our
Christmas wish.#
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SAWYER'S MARKET
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For our town and its
good people,a joyous and I !
bountiful season. a,
1a;'
KILLEBREW'S FLOWER AND GIFTS 1

Ogg
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Your Merry
Christmas is
in the bag
this year.
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Far off the church bells bless the air
With wind-blown, silery chime;
Would joy end peace were with us all
This solemn Christmas lintel

Kentucky Utilities Compat y

•

Page fig
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DRY XMAS TREE IS
A BAD FIRE HA/ARD

VISION
Drop from teaspoon on greased
cookie sheest and bake about 15
Golden hours of vision come t,,
oven
in
moderate
minutes
us in this present life, when w,
(350oF.)
are at our best, and our faculti,
work together in harmony
Charles Fletcher Dole.
Phone 470 for Job Printing
.
- —
e.,
, sUmitaciftUOMAGMMMUSgsiAmiUMMUMMAare.,
•uu'.14

0

spoon on buttered cookie pan,
Place half
spacing well apa,rt
ordinary EverDeclaring the
walnut meat -in center of each
and bake 10 miffutes in moder- green tree is one of the most
flammable object; known, State
ate on.
Fire Marshal W. L. Martin today
appealed for observance of safv.ly
.
Printing
Phone 470 for Job
precautions so that Santa Clabs
is
"flaming
bring a
7.•••*niAl does not
torch" lilting with his bag of toys
to Kentucky homes.
Looking back over records of
insurance losses of last Christmas
that
found
the state official
caused
twenty-six fires which
damages of $14,251 were reported
to his office.
"While the total losses in our it
have knowstate of which we
ledge and those .ofjhe many unmay have been 4
reported fires
they
trifling,
comparatively
would have been much greater
but for plain luck," Martin said.
"Over the nation fifty-two persons were burned to death and
it '
many homes, furniture and other
property went up in smoke during
the Christmas holidays last year."1,1
There is no substitute for sat- I
of
.?
ety-mindedness on the part
home residents, said the fire mar"there is no such
shal, adding
a
thing as a flame-proof, naturallw
Christmas tree." He recommendsI"
ed that:
1. The tree be kept outside the
until 4
house and not be set up
a
shortly before Christmas; that it ,
a
\
be placed in the cool part Of the 4
a
house and away from radiators1V
and fire places; and that the base
rest in water.
1..a.
2. Cotton or paper not be used
as decorations unless they have
"Wkat0=0"
been flame-proofed. Gift wrappings and other burnables should "
of
be kept away from the
the tree.
es
d basepec3. Candles not be use,
ially in churches and other places W
of assembly; and tree lights not
Fulton
Walnut Street
be left burning when occupants g
are away from home.
the
4. Remove the tree from
Fulton
Main Street
114
house as soon as the needles be- V
gin falling on the floor.
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BROWN SUGAR COOKIES
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DAINTY WAFERS
cup
thoroughly 1-2
Blend
shortening and 1-2 cup sugar; add
1 well, beaten egg; sift and add
3-4 cup flour and 1-2 teaspoon
salt. Beat vigorously and add 1-2.
teaspoon vanilla. Drop from tea-

rizommwmifir,

GREET1116-

and our
very best wishes

We're deeply
grateful for
the gift of
your friendship.

tlit111L

May the blessing of peace be in all
your homes.

I
t

KY. HARDWARE & IMPLEMENT CO.

BERTS SHOE STORE

o

0

1950

BOTTLING COMPANY
Fulton, Kentucky

3-4 cup butter.
3-4 cup light brown sugar.
I egg.
1 cup rolled oats.
3-4 cup chopped nuts.
1 cup flour.
Pinch salt.
1 teaspoon baking powder.
1 teaspoon vanilla.
Cream butter thoroughly; add
beaten egg,
sugar slowly, then
rolled oats,
vanilla, nuts, and
then dry ingredients. Mix well.
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For the Fifty-Fourth Year
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CITY NATIONAL BANK
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—MEET ME AT—
"THAT STRONG BANK"

BALDRIDGE'S
•

5-10-25c STORE, Lake Street
710/01WAS
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Established 1897

Member F. D. I. C.
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...................MMMMM......... RICKEY SAYS HE WOULDN'T
I OPEN CHRISTMAS DAY TAKE OVER CHANDLER'S JOB

The Fulton News,
Friday, Dec. 22, 1950

mmommmmmmmintmoumeimmmmiummammsimuatmamm

with silver dragees,
nutmeats,
chocolate morsels,
The 16 major-league club own- Branch Rickey of the Pittsburgh semi-sweet
ers served notice on baseball Pirates, former Postmaster Gen- cocoanut, etc.
Commissioner A. B. (Happy) eral James A. Farley, and former IILWWWWWMUMMUACIWWWW
Chandler that he is "out" as soon New York Yankee General Manas his present term of office ex- ager Ed Barrow.
pires.
Frick missed getting the apThe announcement, following a pointment in 1995 by only two
To all of our friends and customers, we
secret meeting of the owners re- votes.
cently, caught the baseball world
Rickey was believed to have the
express our sincere thanks for their
—and Chandler—by surprise and strongest backing among the
turned loose wave upon wave of owners, but he disqualified himpatronage through the year, and to
speculation concerning his prob- self from consideration by raisable successor.
ing his famed bushy eyebrows
• • • • •
each, wish a - - - • • • and snorting
"absolutely no"
V
BULLETIN
when asked if he would consider
4
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.—Base- taking the job. Barrow once beball tried to buy off Commission- fore declined consideration, giver Chandler's contract, but he ing his age as the reason.
refused to give up his job until
Chandler, stunned by his oushis contract expires in 1952.
ter just when his re-appointment,
The 16 club owners attempted for another seven
years was be-1
to get rid of Chandler Immediate- :ng freely
predicted, failed by
ly. They were prepared to pay just three votes
of getting the
him off in full, but he refused.
• • •
*
*
* • • contract renewal at yesterday's
meeting.
C. H. McDaniel, Pharmacist; Owner Prominently mentioned for the
V
V
The subject of Chandler's conjob, which will become vacant on
V 408 Lake Street
Phone 70-428 May 1, 1952, were President Ford tract was not originally on the!
Ig
V
Frick of the National League, agenda, but was introduced by :4
Philip
President
George
K.
Trautman
Wrigley
twommmommommmmmmmmm
of
of
the
Chicago
a
ummummutimmmnnwtommm,
the minor leagues, President Cubs. The owners voted nine to
to
suguiusotiatintsuaciammamacentimmactusaluumsitattsnmeueusafocsuinatormintountameratocacsa
tuoceueua ""n
—
consider the subject
'*
r.. and then divided eight-eight
on
4
It
m
actual
vote
for
re-appoint
it
4
it znent. Another ballot gave 'Chan- O.
I dler a nine to seven vote, three 4
4
votes short.

9: A. M. UNTIL 11 A. M.
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MERRY, MERRY CHRISTMAS

1 CITY DRUG COMPANY.1
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Teams voting against Chand- v
ler were the St. Louis Cardinals, 4
l'hiladelphia Phils, Cincinnati 4
Reds, St. Louis Browns, Chicago , 4
K White Sox, New York Yanks, and 4
Boston Braves, while the New
York Giants voted first against 4
him and then for him.
*
"I am not giving up," declared 'it
I Chandler. "It is my intention to LI
fill out my term. Under no cir- si
Fulton I
g cumstances will I retire before Y 312 Lake Street
IF
finish my term."
A
a
Considering that it would takel
a
1 a switch .of only three votes to ,;
A
Fulton, Ky.
Lake Street
give him the contract renewal,1"'
it
Chandler indicated he thought it tommmmwstm
ommnmmuswii 11171OlgialtiOnonoranaltinastaniumaimainanaltonanons WOW711711INSIMAN70119
it poss:ble he still would be reap- mommmm
'11111dItilICIMIICADOICOM
pointed. His foremost advocates
it
reportedly were Walter 0. Briggs
of the Detroit Tigers and Clark l g
Griffith of the Washington Sen- 4
ators.
1
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CFFEE FONDANT BONBONS '1
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4
4
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KRAMER LUMBER COMPANY
Fulton
Phone 96
Walnut Street
it
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P. H. WEAKS' SONS

1
1
2
2
1

tablespoon soluble coffee.
14
1
1-4 cups hot water.
cups sugar.
'. 4
tablespoons light corn syrup.
teaspoon vanilla.
; if

,a

14

Dissolve soluble coffee in hot ;4
OVIIIIIINWilltillt1111111111111 litilteltaltIlitEltatilltiltiltiltIKIIIIIIIIIIINIVINIIIIINIK11.11114111111101E11111111M1111/1111111111411141111110111111111Kiltillt water; combine with sugar and
.4
ic
corn syrup in
deep saucepan. 4
Cook,
stirring
constantly, until ' if
41
/
4.
sugar is dissolved. Remove spoon it
a and cook without, stirring until V
V mixture begins to boil.
Cover
* sauce pan; cook 3 minutes to
A wash down sugar crystals. Re*. move cover; cook to 240oF. (from
R.. time to time wash
away sugar
III crystals with fork covered with
m
A cheese cloth and dipped in cold
"411=111=1.
water.) Remove from heat; pour
;at once on cold, wet platter; cool'
4
to 110oF. (Lukewarm). Beat with I
spatula until creamy; knead with I
hands until smooth. Place in cov4
ered glass jar and let "ripen" 2
.
to 3 days before using. Yield:
pound fondant.
4
it
After fondant
has
ripened,11
It shape as desired and decorate I v
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95o For you may the day be as
CHRISTMAS JOY

bright and hopeful as its name.
May heaven

1
I
4
4
4
4
4
V
4

and nature sing
for you this
season.
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Bill Bradley

1 A.C.Butts 84 Sons! JACK & JILL SHOP
A
A
A

Lake Street

1

Mrs. Jewell Myatt

Mrs. Mozelle Rawls
Mrs. Corrine Gordon

A

Mrs. Mozelle Vaughan

Mrs. Frances Bugg
Mrs. Lorraine Ryan

Fulton
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FULTON, KY.
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ar-i Mrs. Neil McAlister, Mr. and Mrs.
centered with a Christmas
14s.jEverett Dedmon, Mr. and Mrs.
a birthday din- Church.
candle
with
and
Cruce
pine
of
Junior
ment
rerange
enElGames and contests were
they have to. Their 23 season
1f
19501
enjoyed Robert Rogers, Mr. and Mrs.
22,
Those present were:
y.
were
Dec.
ts
Sunda
ner
contes
ay,
and
Frid
t
Games
—
was
t
Cletus
d f 3,421
Clark, joyed after a delicious dinner
Page — The Fulton News
Raymond
gifts were , mer Liliker, Mr. and Mrs.
g
Mrs.
evenin
and
the
Mr.
in
ony,
late
and
testim
'
their
1ST 245 defeats is
served.
1
I Wilbanks, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Dale Flatts, Mr. and Mrs. 0. G.
. ; exchanged.
of this. .
1 Norman, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hood,
and family, Junior Cruce
Clark
TO
SON '
' Thme attending the party were: Miss Ilofis Bratton, Miss Novicine
NAMED !GLOBETROTTERS
In facing the Sphas, the famous and son, Ronnie and the honorees WARD JOHN
Mr.
ll
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